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Summary of Dissertation

High-throughput gene expression and functional genomics technologies have revolu-

tionized the study of gene expression during development. Yet traditional genome-

wide approaches fail to address complex patterns of gene expression, which include

both synthesis and decay. Post-transcriptional regulation is essential for temporal and

spatial control of protein expression. Although candidate studies have revealed im-

portant mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression via mRNA

decay, there is a lack of global information on mRNA decay during development.

TU-decay technology allows measurement of genome-wide mRNA decay in intact

Drosophila embryos, across all tissues and specifically in the nervous system. Us-

ing this approach neural-specific decay kinetics were observed, including stabilization

of transcripts encoding regulators of axonogenesis and destabilization of transcripts

encoding ribosomal proteins and histones. These data also demonstrate mRNA sta-

bility is correlated to physiologic properties of mRNAs; mRNAs that are predicted to

be translated within axon growth cones or dendrites have long half-lives while mR-

NAs encoding transcription factors that regulate neurogenesis have short half-lives.

Searches for candidate cis-regulatory elements identified enrichment of the Pumilio

recognition element (PRE) in mRNAs encoding regulators of neurogenesis. Decreased

expression of the RNA-binding protein, Pumilio, stabilizes predicted neural mRNA

targets and presence of a 3'UTR PRE is sufficient to trigger mRNA decay in the ner-

vous system. Clustering of mRNAs by codon content reveals a bias in codon usage

related to physiological function and neural-specific mRNA decay kinetics; ribosomal

proteins and histones have higher fractions of optimal codons while transcriptional

regulators and mRNAs predicted to be localized to synapses have lower fractions of

xii



optimal codons. In Drosophila whole embryos, codon optimality is correlated with

mRNA decay, while in the nervous system, codon-mediated effects on mRNA de-

cay are attenuated. This work demonstrates a dynamic post-transcriptional program

including mRNA decay allows fine-tuning of gene expression during neural develop-

ment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High-throughput gene expression and functional genomics technologies like microar-

rays [1], RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) [2], and chromatin immunoprecipitation (e.g.

ChIP-chip [3]) have implicated a complex network of cis-regulatory elements and

their coordinate transcription factors in controlling important aspects of develop-

ment. However, differential transcription alone fails to consider the role of post-

transcriptional regulation of gene expression, such as transcript stability, in determin-

ing expression levels. Post-transcriptional regulation via messenger RNA (mRNA)

decay is essential for precise temporal and spatial control of protein expression, espe-

cially during developmental transitions [4]. Advances in biosynthetic tagging of RNA

in vivo coupled with high throughput gene expression technologies like microarrays

and RNA-seq have allowed genome-wide quantitation of mRNA decay in vivo [5–7].

Integration of transcript decay and cis-element information is the basis for establish-

ing global in vivo models of the regulation of mRNA stability. These models are

essential for strengthening our understanding of post-transcriptional control of gene

regulation during development.

1.1 Post-transcriptional control of gene expression

Development requires a dynamic tunable gene expression program to generate a high

diversity of cell types from a single genome. Expression patterns are genetically

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

programmed and subject to regulation at the gene (DNA), transcript (RNA) and

protein level via input from distinct cellular signals. Post-transcriptional control of

gene expression is mediated by protein-RNA and RNA-RNA interactions which direct

RNA processing, localization, decay and translation.

Transcript decay and protein expression are intimately related processes; genetic

features within transcripts direct both translation and decay. Eukaryotic mRNAs are

transcribed with a 5' 7-methylguanosine cap and 3' poly(A) tail varying in length from

25-200 residues. These two general features are determinants of transcript stability

protecting the transcript from the major exonucleolytic decay pathways and pro-

moting translation through interaction with the translation initiation factor, eIF4E,

cap-binding complex, and poly(A) binding protein (PABP) [8,9]. Transcripts become

vulnerable to decay when either of these terminal structures are compromised or the

transcript is subject to endonucloelytic cleavage. The majority of mRNAs undergo

5' → 3' or 3' → 5' exonucleolytic decay via poly(A) tail shortening, decapping and

cleavage. Deadenylation is an important first step in bulk mRNA decay pathways.

However, this first step is reversible and transcripts may be readenylated and return

to a polysome state. Deadenyaltion is important in nascent mRNA processing via the

PABP-indepent PAN2-PAN3 poly(A) nuclease complex and large-scale mRNA decay

via the CCR4-NOT complex deadenylation [10–12]. Although these deadenylation

complexes are implicated in bulk cellular deadenylation, there is considerable redun-

dancy in poly(A) nucleases, likely important in fine tuning local control of translation.

Decapping occurs via the 5'→ 3' decay pathway and is catalyzed by the decapping

enzyme (Dcp) complex [13]. Then, exoribonuclease, XRN1, catalyzes 5' → 3' degra-

dation. A large complex of 3'→ 5' exonucleases, termed the exosome, mediates 3' end

decay. Work in yeast has strengthened the links between bulk mRNA decay and trans-

lation, demonstrating that 5' → 3' decay occurs co-translationally on polysomes [14]

and decay kinetics are tightly linked to codon optimality [15]. Codon optimality re-

flects the interplay between transcript codon usage and the availability of coordinate

charged tRNAs, affecting both the rate of translation elongation and decay. In ze-

brafish embryos codon optimality is implicated in bulk maternal transcript decay via

CCR4-NOT complex deadenylation, where 3'UTR length, modulates this effect [16].



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

This recent work suggests codon optimality allows a highly context-specific means of

regulating global mRNA translation and decay.

There are a number of alternate routes of mRNA decay including endoribonucle-

olytic decay, nonsense-mediated decay (NMD), non-stop decay, and no-go decay [17].

These additonal pathways serve as a means of both transcript quality control and offer

alternative avenues for post-transcriptional gene regulation. Endonucleolytic cleavage

is a potent means of transcript decay; short interfering RNA (siRNA) mediated cleav-

age by argonaute protein-2 (AGO2) [18, 19] and a number of cellular endonucleases

have been implicated in endonucleolytic attack [20,21]. Transcript surveillance path-

ways (i.e. NMD, non-stop decay, and no-go decay) are another translation dependent

means of mRNA decay. NMD is responsible for destroying transcripts containing

premature termination codons (PTCs), which may arise from genetic mutation, al-

tered translation initiation or 3'UTR lengthening [22]. NMD complex proteins (i.e.

UPF proteins) detect the irregular mRNP, which may contain exon-junction complex

(EJC) proteins downstream of the PTC or abnormally long 3'UTRs [23–25]. In cases

where cellular mRNAs are targeted by NMD as a means of normal gene regulation,

mRNAs contain features that alter mRNP conformation including: upstream open

reading frames (ORFs), 3'UTR introns, or frameshifts [26]. Regulatory RBPs may be

recruited to transcript 3'UTRs to induce UPF1-dependent decay that is distinct from

classical NMD. RBPs that bind stem-loop structures in the 3'UTRs of histones and

ADP-ribosylation factor-1 (ARF1) mRNAs (stem-loop-binding protein (SLBP) [27]

and Staufen [28] respectively) recruit UPF1 to these transcripts to initiate decay .

Cellular mRNA decay can occur in cytoplasmic foci known as P-bodies [29]. Com-

ponents involved in many aspects of mRNA processing, translation and decay have

been found to localize to P-bodies [29–36], although P-bodies may vary considerably

in composition. In addition to canonical 5' → 3' decay components P-bodies may

also contain components of the noncanonical microRNA (miRNA) mediated mRNA-

decay pathway [37] or nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway [34, 35]. There is

evidence to suggest P-bodies assemble in response to demands on mRNA seques-

tration and turnover, for example, under stress conditions [38, 39]. P-bodies appear

to be dynamic mRNA-dependent protein-RNA aggregates that coordinate regulation
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between mRNA decay and translation.

Cellular signaling pathways including p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)

[40,41], extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) [42], Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK)

[43,44], and Wnt [45] affect the formation of messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes

(mRNPs). The composition of these mRNPs is flexible, creating a potent system

for efficiently altering protein expression. mRNP composition is encoded within

transcripts through stability-determining sequence elements and RBP recruitment

to target mRNAs. Cis-acting elements may be located throughout the transcript

in the 5'UTR, coding sequence, 3'UTR, or even within intronic regions of a nascent

transcript. Cis-acting elements in the 3'UTR are of particular interest owing to

their accessibility to regulatory proteins. AU-rich elements (AREs) are a class of

sequence element that affect transcript stability and are primarily located within

3'UTRs. These elements contain the signature AUUUA pentamer, but vary widely in

composition and position. AREs are known to regulate transcript stability in genes

requiring precise tuning of gene expression like transcription factors, cytokines and

proto-oncogenes [46]. A class of RBPs called Puf proteins (e.g. Pumilio) bind to

UG-rich sequence elements in target mRNAs silencing protein expression through

translation inhibition and accelerated decay [47–49].

1.1.1 mRNA stability and neural development

Global gene expression analyses in the context of cellular stress response [50, 51]

and development [52] demonstrate an essential role for post-transcriptional control

of gene expression via regulation of mRNA decay. Modulation of mRNA stability

allows for precise regulation of protein abundance and localization [53, 54]. This

level of regulation is particularly important in the developing nervous system, where

control of mRNA stability and localization is important for cell fate determination

and neuron structure [55–57]. Regulation of mRNA stability plays a crucial role in

neurodevelopmental processes including: axon guidance [58], synaptic architecture

[59], plasticity [60] and function [61].

Tissue-specific expression of trans-acting RBPs, ncRNAs, and cis-acting elements
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in target mRNAs direct regulation of mRNA stability with temporal and spatial

specificity. For example, the embryonic lethal abnormal vision (ELAV/Hu) family

is a well-studied class of trans-acting RBPs involved in neural-specific regulation of

transcript stability, localization and translation [62]. ELAV/Hu family RNA recogni-

tion motifs are highly conserved and bind preferentially to AREs [63]. ELAV RBPs

mediate neural-specific 3'UTR isoform expression, which alter target mRNA sta-

bility and translation [64]. Recent studies suggest distinct neural mRNA isoform

expression plays an important role in trans-acting factor recognition and transcript

stability [65,66]. In another example, neural-specific miRNA, miR-128, modulates ac-

tivity of the NMD pathway through direct targeting of NMD factors: RNA helicase,

UPF1, and MLN51, a component of the exon-junction complex (EJC) involved in

NMD [55]. While miR-128 has modest effects on direct target expression, it represses

NMD activity resulting in an up-regulation of neural NMD targets involved in neural

differentiation, maturation, and function [55]. These types of candidate studies have

provided functional and mechanistic insights into a neural developmental mRNA de-

cay regulatory network; however, comprehensive evaluation of the mechanisms and

functions of post-transcriptional regulation via mRNA decay remains relatively un-

known.

Subcellular regulation of protein expression is crucial for proper neuron struc-

ture and function. Local regulation of transcript stability is influenced by external

stimuli via neuronal signaling pathways (e.g. NMDA signaling in the synapse and

Slit secreted axonal guidance cues) and has implications for development including

axon guidance, and synaptic plasticity, learning and memory. Growth cones direct

axon patterning and growth in response to interaction with extracellular cues. These

extracellular signals are mediated in part through their control on axonal mRNA

stability and translation. Robo3.2 is an axonal growth cone-associated receptor

that responds to secreted Slit guidance proteins. Robo3.2 mRNA is degraded via

the NMD pathway in axons that reach the floor plate [58]. Arc (activity-regulated

cytoskeleton-associated protein) is a dendrite-localized mRNA and immediate early

gene. Synaptic activation is sufficient to stabilize Arc mRNA in active synapses while

allowing mRNA decay to occur in inactive dendrites [67]. Precise post-transcriptional
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regulation of Robo3.2 and Arc are mediated by neural receptor activation, linking

post-transcriptional regulation via mRNA decay to important neural developmental

processes.

1.1.2 mRNA stability and neuronal disease

Aberrant regulation of mRNA decay is associated with human neurodegenerative and

developmental disorders including Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [68, 69], Amyotrophic

Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) [70], Fragile-X syndrome [71], and intellectual disability [72].

Altered miRNA expression profiles are strongly associated with AD, serving as pu-

tative biomarkers for the disease [73, 74]. Misregulation of specific neural miRNA

networks are linked to amyloid beta [75–77] and tau [78, 79] pathologies leading to

neurodegeneration associated with AD. While the NMD pathway is important in reg-

ulating RBPs associated with RNA and protein dysfunction in ALS [80, 81]. These

include the autoregulated nuclear protein, TDP-43, encoded by TARDBP, which is

normally degraded by NMD in the cytoplasm of spinal motor neurons via alterna-

tive polyadenylation and cleavage [82]. Mutations including copy number variants

in multiple genes encoding regulators of NMD (i.e. UPF2, UPF3B, UPF3A, SMG6,

EIF4A3 and RNPS1 ) are also associated with patients exhibiting various forms of

intellectual disability [83, 84]. Fragile-X mental retardation protein (FMRP) is a

well-studied RPB that regulates synaptic mRNA localization, translation and sta-

bility [85, 86]. Misregulation of FMRP-directed RNA decay is implicated in Fragile-

X syndrome, the most common form of inherited mental retardation [87]. Human

neurodegenerative and developmental diseases remain challenging to understand and

treat. Misregulation of mRNA decay is an important mechanism contributing to the

pathology of these complex neurological diseases. Establishing global in vivo models

of post-transcriptional regulation via mRNA decay will help to define the functions

of mRNA decay regulatory networks and establish novel regulatory mechanisms. A

systemic understanding of the regulation of mRNA stability in the nervous system

will further our understanding of both normal physiology and disease.
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1.2 Approaches for monitoring mRNA decay

Monitoring post-transcriptional control of gene expression requires the development

of new tools to gather data akin to the types of transcriptional level data that are now

widely available. Generating quantitative tissue-specific in vivo RNA decay models

within the context of normal physiology remains challenging. Addressing this problem

requires development and integration of methods to track RNA populations over time

with spatial specificity. The studies establishing methods to monitor transcript de-

cay kinetics in eukaryotic cells relied on transcriptional inhibition via Actinomycin D

(ActD) [50,88,89] or inducible RNA polymerase II mutants [15,90,91] to monitor tran-

scripts over time. ActD treatment is a simple approach that does not require exoge-

nous genetic manipulation, however there are significant effects on cellular physiology

including mRNA stability [88, 92, 93]. RNA polymerase II shut-off offers advantages

over ActD, but this approach is limited to monitoring a steady-state population of

RNA [94]. Transcriptional pulse-chase labeling approaches provide the best means to

track a synchronized population of RNA over time and have been applied to monitor

global mRNA decay in eukaryotic cells [5,51,95]. Traditional technologies for measur-

ing RNA decay require cell sorting or manual dissection to achieve spatial specificity

and are not suitable for in vivo tissue-specific measurements. A variation of in vivo

biosynthetic tagging methodology, 4-thiouracil (TU )-tagging [96], overcomes these

technical challenges. TU-tagging uses the uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (UPRT )

gene of the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii to convert the modified uracil,

4-thiouracil (TU), into the nucleotide form, 4-thiouridine-monophosphate, for sub-

sequent incorporation into newly synthesized RNA. Multicellular eukaryotes have

limited endogenous UPRT activity, thus targeted expression of UPRT allows cell

type-specific tagging of mRNAs with TU at defined times during development. TU-

tagging can be modified to allow measurement of mRNA decay, termed TU-decay,

by following an initial TU-pulse with exposure to a molar excess of uridine [5, 97].

Following TU-tagging, RNA from a mixture of cells or a whole organism can be re-

acted with a thio-specific biotinylation reagent and mRNA from the cells of interest
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can then be purified using streptavidin-magnetic beads [5, 96, 98]. RNA isolated us-

ing this technique is suitable for quantitation by conventional strategies including

qRT-PCR, microarrays and RNA-seq.

1.2.1 Modeling mRNA decay

Analyzing mRNA decay dynamics in the context of development is analogous to

studying gene or protein abundance, but requires efficient methods to summarize this

complex process. Although theoretically an mRNA can become vulnerable to decay

via decapping, deadenylation or endonucleolytic attack, most eukaryotic degredation

mechanisms rely on deadenylation as the first and rate-limiting step [99]. In bulk cellu-

lar mRNA decay, deadenylation is followed by decapping resulting in co-translational

5' → 3' exonucleolytic degradation [14], although many routes of mRNA decay are

shown to be deadenylation-dependent (e.g. NMD [100,101], miRNA [102,103], ARE-

mediated [104–106]). In metazoans, deadenylation is shown to exhibit biphasic ki-

netics. Initially deadenylases display distributive kinetics, hydrolyzing relatively few

nucleotides before dissociating and repeating the process, while in the second phase,

deadenylation becomes more progressive, with hydrolyzation of a majority of the

poly(A) tail before dissociation [107, 108]. These two phases are also characterized

by poly(A) tail length and susceptibility of the mRNA body to decay; in the first

phase, poly(A) tails show more uniform distribution around 110 bases and decay of

the mRNA body is not observed, while in the second phase, tails can range widely

from 110 to 10 bases and the mRNA body is susceptible to degradation [102,108]. In

this way, stable mRNAs exhibit slow kinetics, characterized by the first phase of dis-

tributive deadenylation, while unstable mRNAs exhibit rapid kinetics, characterized

by the second phase of progressive deadenylation [106]. Owing to the complex multi-

step process of mRNA decay, recent work has attempted to recapitulate this using

a Markov chain model in order to derive age-dependent decay rates and a residual

lifetime of an mRNA [109]. This work allows classification of mRNAs into distinct

groups characterized by their kinetics: those with slow initial kinetics where decay

become more efficient over time, those with fast initial kinetics where decay becomes
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less efficient over time, and those with more uniform decay kinetics over time, which

follow first order (exponential) kinetics. While more complex models can recapitu-

late the multiphasic nature of mRNA decay, these models necessitate higher temporal

resolution and more complex summarization (i.e. rate dependent on time) than sim-

pler, exponential models. Thus, summarization of exponential decay models using a

half-life measure is a convenient means of modeling decay, and owing to the largely

deadenylation-dependent rate-limiting step of bulk mRNA decay, these models are

sufficient to categorize mRNAs based on their decay kinetics.

Relative transcript quantities of TU-tagged RNA (a synchronized population) are

ideal to model transcript decay over time. Decay of this synchronized population of

transcripts is modeled using first order kinetics, shown in Equation (1.1), where kd is

the decay rate constant:

d[RNA]/dt = −kd[RNA] (1.1)

It is useful to summarize transcript decay using a half-life measure, calculated by

deriving the equation (1.2), and substituting 1/2 as the proportion of the present

RNA concentration [RNA] to the initial RNA concentration [RNA0] (1.3):

ln(RNA/RNA0) = −kdt (1.2)

ln 1/2 = −kdt1/2 (1.3)

Thus, half-life t1/2 is inversely proportional to the decay rate constant kd (1.4):

t1/2 = ln 2/kd (1.4)

1.3 Objective of the Study

This work addresses the hypothesis that neural-specific regulation of mRNA decay

is an important part of a dynamic gene expression program required for develop-

ment. Recent advances in biosynthetic tagging of RNA in intact organisms coupled

with high-throughput gene expression technologies like RNA-sequencing have allowed
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genome-wide quantitation of mRNA decay. Integration of novel mRNA decay models

and existing gene annotation information will be the basis for establishing neural-

specific patterns of the regulation of mRNA stability. The specific aims of this project

are:

Aim 1: Establish genome-wide Drosophila whole embryo and neural-specific mRNA

decay models

Aim 2: Identify intrinsic elements that direct neural-specific mRNA decay dynamics

in Drosophila embryos through integration of novel mRNA decay and existing cis-

element and gene structure information

Aim 3: Develop methods for modeling mRNA decay using TU-decay and transcriptome-

wide RNA-seq based measurements



Chapter 2

In vivo mRNA decay dynamics

2.1 Introduction

Interest in post-transcriptional control of gene expression in the context of neural de-

velopment is growing and has implications for neurodevelopmental and degenerative

diseases alike [69–71, 83]. However, global analysis of neural mRNA decay requires

the ability to track a synchronized population of mRNA over time with cell-type

specificity. The TU-decay technique was established to model global transcript de-

cay kinetics in Drosophila embryos using microarrays [7]. TU-decay offers temporal

and spatial specificity for measuring global transcript decay in vivo and does not

rely on transcriptional inhibition or manual separation of tissues. TU-decay is based

on thiouracil tagging (TU-tagging) of nascent RNA transcripts in tissues express-

ing a protozoan uracil salvage enzyme, uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (UPRT). In

Drosophila, cell type-specific expression of UPRT is easily accomplished using the

GAL4/UAS expression system [110]. By restricting UPRT expression and exposure

to thiouracil, a synchronized population of transcripts can be followed at a precise

developmental time frame.

Work from Burow et al. [7] is referenced in the following results (included in

Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4B,C, 2.5A,B,D, 2.7A,B, Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). Maxine Umeh

completed all the ActD and whole embryo TU-decay experiments and initiated the

pros > UPRT neural-specific TU-decay experiments (included in Figures 2.1, 2.2,

11
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2.3, Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).

2.2 Results

2.2.1 TU-decay measures tissue-specific mRNA decay

TU-decay is a pulse-chase assay developed to monitor zygotic mRNA decay in intact

Drosophila embryos. The nucleoside 4-thiouridine (TUd) is incorporated into nascent

mRNAs independent of UPRT activity, allowing tagging of a synchronized population

of mRNAs across all embryonic tissues. Using this approach, stage 12 to 15 embryos

were incubated with 1mM TUd for a 1-hour pulse then transferred to another media

containing 10mM uridine for a 1 hour or 3 hour chase period. TU-tagged RNA

(TU-RNA) samples were purified after the 1-hour pulse, 1-hour chase, and 3-hour

chase. To rule out bias in decay measurements due to tagged uracil recycling or

incomplete uracil saturation in the chase, parallel chase experiments were performed

on embryos using ActD. TU-RNA abundance was measured using microarrays and

mRNA half-life was calcualted by fitting these measures to the linear transform of

a first order exponential decay model (ln(E(t)) = E0kt). The majority of mRNAs

from the preliminary uridine plus ActD experiments fit this decay model with R2 ≥
0.75. mRNA half-live distributions for experiments performed using uridine-only or

uridine plus ActD were similar and a majority of mRNAs have reproducible half-

lives, including cases of known high-stability mRNAs (i.e. eIF-4a [111]) and known

low-stability mRNAs (i.e. Myc [112]) (Figure 2.1A,B).

Further analysis through gene ontology (GO) classification of high and low sta-

bility mRNAs confirms the reproducibility of the TU-decay (uridine-only chase) data

compared to the conventional approach using ActD transcriptional shut-off and sim-

ilar studies conducted in other models [113, 114]. GO classes enriched among high-

stability mRNAs are those involved in core cellular functions including: ribosomal

proteins, cytoskeletal proteins, chromatin-associated proteins, and electron transport

proteins. GO classes enriched among low-stability mRNAs are those involved in more

transient processes including: transcription factors, kinases, and regulators of specific
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Figure 2.1: (A) Distribution of whole embryo half-life measurements between uridine-
only and uridine plus ActD chase conditions. (B) Transcript decay curves between
candidate high and low-stability mRNAs, showing mean and standard deviation of
measurements.

developmental precesses (e.g. neuron morphogenesis).

To validate the TU-tagging technique for measurement of neural-specifc mRNA

abundance in Drosophila embryos, the expression of UAS-UPRT was driven by

prospero-GAL4 (Figure 2.2A). Prospero is a well-characterized neural transcription

factor involved in establishing cell polarity during asymmetric cell division and was

previously used to identify novel neural-expressed genes in Drosophila embryos [115].

prospero-GAL4 drives expression of GAL4 in neural stem and progenitor cells (neu-

roblasts and ganglion mother cells), glia of the central nervous system (CNS), and

sensory neurons. Microarray comparison of prospero-GAL4;UAS-UPRT TU-tagged

mRNA to untagged mRNA was the basis for establishing neural cell-type specificity

for TU-decay. The majority (88%) of TU-tagged mRNAs enriched 1.5-fold or greater

in the prospero-GAL4;UAS-UPRT microarrays were verified for neural expression

patterns via published data from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP)

or in situ hybridization (Figure 2.2B). Comparison of pulse labeled TU-RNA from
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Whole embryo measurements: high-stability mRNAs

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

022626 Cytosolic ribosome 2x10−57 5x10−56 67 10.3
RpL4, RpL23, RpS16, RpS24

000022 Microtubule cytoskeleton 8x10−17 3x10−14 57 3.5
Tub84b, Tub56D, ssp4, robl

022900 Electron transport chain 1x10−14 1x10−12 29 5.9
mt:Cyt-b, mt:CoI, mt:CoII, mt:ND1

0031497 Chroamtin assembly 2x10−9 2x10−7 15 7.8
His1, His2A, His2Av, His2B, His3

0045941 Positive regulation of transcription 4x10−3 0.14 15 2.4
DSIF, HP1, Trl, ash2, lid, arm, btd

0048024 Regulation of mRNA splicing 7x10−3 0.19 10 2.9
Hrb27c, Hrb87f, B52, SC35, snf

Whole embryo measurements: low-stability mRNAs

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0004672 Protein kinase activity 2x10−9 1x10−6 41 2.6
S6kII, bubR1, mkk4, dTOR, wts, htl

0048812 Neuron projection morphogenesis 2x10−8 2x10−6 40 2.7
Con, trio, Ephrin, Eph, otk, drl, rl

0048812 Transcription 1x10−5 4x10−4 47 1.8
svp, dpn, Myc, grn, kn, Trx, eve

0019226 Transmission of nerve impulse 3x10−5 9x10−4 26 2.6
CASK, cha, synaptogyrin, cpx, shi

0019226 Striated muscle tissue development 3x10−5 1x10−3 11 5.3
Hem, Mef2, Mlp84B, flw, mbc

0051674 Localization of cell 5x10−4 0.01 23 2.3
cbl, APC, Dl, Mhc, baz, dome, cv-c

Table 2.1: Gene ontology analysis of high and low stability mRNAs in whole embryos
by DAVID.

the nervous system (pros > UPRT ) and whole embryo shows significant depletion for

many mesoderm associated genes and moderate but significant enrichment of nervous

system mRNAs (Figure 2.2C). Further gene ontology analysis of mRNAs absent in

nervous system measurements reveals significant depletion of transcripts involved in

tissue specification outside the nervous system (Figure 2.2D). Given the specificity of
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pros > UPRT tagging of neural transcribed mRNAs, this system was implemented

for measuring neural cell-type specific mRNA decay in Drosophila embryos.

Figure 2.2: Immunohistochemistry of ventral prospero-GAL4>UAS::lac.nls embryo
view showing prospero-GAL4 expression pattern (A). In situ hybridization for 8
neural-enriched transcripts identified by prospero-GAL4>UAS-UPRT TU-tagging
showing ventral (top panel) and lateral (bottom panel) views (B). Comparison of
neural and whole embryo pulse-labeled mRNA shows depletion of muscle/mesoderm-
specific transcripts and enrichment of neural-specific transcripts (C) ∗∗ = FDR ≤
0.20, ∗ = FDR ≤ 0.40 by SAM analysis. Gene enrichment analysis of transcripts
below detection in neural pulse-labeled mRNA by DAVID analysis (D) P < 0.0001.

2.2.2 Neural-specifc decay dynamics

Neural-specific TU-decay was performed by TU pulse-chase labeling of stage 12 to 15

prospero-GAL4;UAS-UPRT embroys and analyzed as previously described for whole
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embryos. Neural cell-type specific half-life measurements were similarly reproducible

to whole embryo measurements (having only 13% of mRNAs with standard deviation

≥ 30%) and fit first-order decay kinetics well with more than 73% of mRNAs having

R2 ≥ 0.75. Half-life distributions show similar median half-life, while whole embryo

mean half-life is slightly greater, due to the presence of more high-stability mRNAs

(Figure 2.3A). Analysis of classes of mRNAs enriched in the top 500 high-stability

or bottom 500 low-stability nervous system measurements show distinct differences

from the whole embryo high-stability and low-stability sets (Table 2.2). Indeed mR-

NAs involved in transient processes including, transcription, cell-cycle and neuronal

cell fate regulation are enriched among the nervous system low-stability set. Rapid

turnover of these low-stability classes of mRNAs could be tied to tight temporal reg-

ulation of protein expression required for these transient processes. Notably, there is

also enrichment of ribosomal protein mRNAs in this nervous-system low-stability set,

which is contrasting to observations in whole embryos. Among the nervous system

high-stability set of mRNAs there is distinct enrichment of classes realted to neural

development processes including: neuron projection, signal transduction, apoptosis,

neurotransmission and cellular localization. Many high-stability nervous system mR-

NAs, especially those related to neuron morphogenesis, show inverse decay kinetics

in whole embryos, suggesting a distinct program of nervous system transcript decay

dynamics.

To assess differential transcript decay dynamics during neural development, com-

parisons of mRNA half-lives between nervous system (neural)-specific and whole em-

bryo decay measurements were performed. A large proportion of mRNAs (24%) had

statistically significant differences in half-life of ≥1.5-fold between neural and whole

embryo measurements. Of the set of 3,776 mRNAs with neural and whole embryo

half-life measurements, 484 show decreased stability in the nervous system and 409

show increased stability in the nervous system (Figure 2.3B). This 24% of transcripts

showing differential decay is striking considering other studies assessing mRNA decay

involved in regulating neural development (via the NMD pathway [55, 116]), show

far fewer transcripts affected (generally 10%) [117]. Though it is important to note

that these studies rely on measurements of steady state mRNA levels when the NMD
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Neural-specific embryo measurements: high-stability mRNAs

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0048812 Neuron projection morphogenesis 5x10−6 6x10−4 33 2.4
trc, fusl, Fas2, Appl, Fmr1, otk, ben

0003924 GTPase activity 2x10−4 0.02 17 2.9
Rab23, Rab30,Rab11,Rho1,Ras64B

0012501 Programmed cell death 2x10−3 0.06 17 2.4
grim, pten, scyl, egr, mod

0004672 Protein kinase activity 9x10−3 0.24 23 1.8
CamK1, Cdk4, Ror, ald, aur, nmo,
trbl

0019226 Transmission of nerve impulse 0.02 0.25 17 1.8
CASK, CanB, Dap160, cpx, Sap47

0051674 Localization of cell 0.01 0.16 18 1.9
cbl, APC, cortactin, par-6, baz, spri

Neural-specific embryo measurements: low-stability mRNAs

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0006351 Transcription 4x10−10 2x10−7 58 2.5
svp, dpn, pros, vvl, grh, gsb, onecut

0030182 Neuron differentiation 2x10−7 4x10−5 48 2.3
chinmo, Dl, tup, Ephrin, Eph, fax,
shot

0007067 Mitosis 6x10−5 3x10−3 21 2.9
cycB3, cdc27, Sse, cnn, glu, mts

0018024 Histone methyltransferase activity 2x10−4 0.02 7 6.9
G9a, Set1, Set2, Su(z)12, ash1, egg

0006897 Endocytosis 4x10−3 0.08 25 1.9
Arpc4, shi, CalpA, pat1, faf, scb,
Rac1

0005840 Ribosome 2x10−3 0.06 21 2.0
RpL17, RpL35, mRpL11, mRpS35

Table 2.2: Gene ontology analysis of high and low stability mRNAs in the embryonic
nervous system by DAVID.

pathway is perturbed, which likely underrepresent the proportion of transcripts af-

fected by tissue-specific decay dynamics. Studies directly assaying mRNA decay upon
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cellular differentiation provide evidence and possible mechanisms of differential tran-

script decay, but do not provide an in vivo context for development. Thus, this study

provides for the first time, global data on tissue-specific mRNA decay during in vivo

development.

Figure 2.3: Distributions of mRNA half-lives for neural and whole embryo measure-
ments (A). Comparison of mean half-lives for individual mRNAs in the nervous system
and whole embryos (B). mRNAs with 1.5-fold half-life differences are indicated with
the corresponding FDR.

To define the relationship between neural-specific decay and gene function, gene

ontology analysis was performed. Functional annotation of mRNAs that exhibit sta-

bilization or destabilization in the nervous system compared to whole embryo strongly

suggest a distinct program of neural-specific transcript decay related to gene func-

tion (Table 2.3). Transcripts encoding proteins involved in translation (ribosomal
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proteins and translation regulators), DNA replication (cell cycle regulators and hi-

stones) and cellular metabolism (proteasome and oxidative phosphorylation) were

among the most enriched classes of mRNAs exhibiting destabilization in the nervous

system, while transcripts encoding proteins involed in neural development functions

(including neurotransmission, axonogenesis, axonal transport, and maintenance of

neuroblast polarity) were among the most highly enriched classes of mRNAs ex-

hibiting stabilization in the nervous system. Members of these enriched classes of

stabilized or destabilized transcripts are expressed in tissues other than the nervous

system (based on expression data available on multiple databases: FlyBase, modEN-

CODE, BDGP in situ), corroborating a role for neural-specific regulation of transcript

decay and not simply differential transcription. In vitro studies of mRNA decay in

mammalian cell lines support a role for differential decay in cellular differentiation.

Studies of mRNA decay in human induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells [118] and

mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells [119] show similar stabilization of protein synthesis,

core metabolic and structure-associated genes in pluripotent cell types. Analysis of

transcript decay rates in mouse ES cells following a crude differentiation protocol

show similar trends, but most notably, a destabilization of transcripts encoding ri-

bosomal proteins [119]. Analysis of differential decay dynamics between human iPS

cells and their fully differentiated counterparts (human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF))

shows stabilization of mRNAs encoding chromatin and nucleosome-associted proteins

(most notably histone proteins), and master transcriptional regulators of pluripotency

(i.e. zinc-finger proteins), in the undifferentiated iPS cells. The authors of the iPS

cell study [118] sought to define mechanisms of differential decay for stabilized (e.g.

zinc-finger proteins) and destabilized mRNAs in iPS cells. They demonstrate that

the iPS cell stabilized zinc-finger protein encoding mRNAs are largely targeted by

trans-acting regulatory miRNAs, which were much more abundant in the differenti-

ated HFF cells compared to iPS cells. Destabilized transcripts in iPS cells showed

an enrichment of C-rich binding elements, and while an abundance of trans-acting

poly(C)-binding protein-4 (PCBP4) in the differentiated HFF cells may explain these

data, other PCBPs showed disparate (PCBP3) or similar expression patterns (PCBP2

and PCBP3) between cell types. In order to better understand the mechanisms by
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which transcript decay is differentially regulated during development, it will be im-

portant to understand the contribution of both regulatory trans-factor expression and

intrinsic features in determining tissue-specific decay dynamics.

mRNAs stabilized in the nervous system

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

007409 Axonogenesis 2x10−3 0.06 13 2.8
APC, CadN, trio, caps, fray, otk,
daw

003924 GTPase activity 2x10−3 0.31 10 3.5
Rab21, Rab30, Ras64B, RabX1

0009321 Oligosaccharide biosynthesis 9x10−3 0.15 4 9.2
mgat2, GalNAc-T1, pgant2, pgant5

0045196 Establishment of neuroblast polarity 0.01 0.16 3 18.7
par-6, baz, Lgl

0007269 Neurotransmitter secretion 0.04 0.56 6 2.6
CanB, Lgl, CASK, Dap160, cpx, rop

mRNAs destabilized in the nervous system

GO
Term

Definition
P
value

FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0003735 Structural constituent of ribosome 5x10−17 5x10−15 26 9.2
RpL11, RpL30, RpL6, RpS16,
RpS23

0000278 Mitotic cell cycle 4x10−8 4x10−5 30 3.2
dap, cycB3, ball, glu, eff, ncd, mts

0031497 Chromatin assembly 3x10−4 0.02 7 7.5
H2B, H3, H3.3A/B, HP2, Df31, Set

0005839 Proteasome core complex 8x10−3 0.07 5 6.0
Pros26,Prosα7, Prosβ2, Prosβ7

0006119 Oxidative phosphorylation 3x10−4 0.03 12 3.5
ATPsynB, ATPsynD, mt:ColII

Table 2.3: Gene ontology analysis of stabilized (neural/whole embryo half-life > 1.5)
and destabilized (neural/whole embryo half-life < 0.06) mRNAs in the embryonic
nervous system by DAVID.
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2.2.3 Neural mRNA stability is associated with gene func-

tion

First, it is important to assess the relationship between gene function and neural-

specific decay dynamics. There is evidence of coordinated gene organization and

expression dynamics for genes with related functions in eukaryotes like Drosophila

[120–122], and whole embryo decay data suggest similar coordination at the level of

mRNA decay. It is plausible that genes with coordinated functions in neural cell types

would exhibit neural-specific decay kinetics. For example, neural cell fate associated

mRNAs that are transiently expressed will be rapidly decayed, while locally trans-

lated mRNAs that require stabilization for transport to distal sites, will be stabilized

in neural tissues. To address the hypothesis that regualtors of neural cell fate will

show rapid decay, 39 mRNAs encoding transcription factors involved in neurogenesis

were identified based on Interactive Fly annotations [123] and to test the hypothesis

that locally translated transcripts will exhibit stabilization, 36 Drosophila orthologs

of mRNAs localized to axon growth cones [124] or dendrites [125] in mammals were

identified. Comparison of half-lives between the designated neural fate, distally lo-

calized, and all neural mRNAs show significant differences in stability between all

groups (P < 0.0001, q < 0.0001); with neural fate mRNAs showing collective de-

creased stability and distally localized mRNAs showing collective increased stability

(Figure 2.4A). Rapidly degraded neural fate encoding transcription factor mRNAs

have documented dynamic temporal and spatial patterns of protein expression in-

cluding: those whose expression is coupled to the timing of neuroblast cell divisions

(cas, svp, pdm-1 ) [126], those that are differentially expressed within neuroblast lin-

eages (Hey, Dl, ind, vnd, Dr, btd, ems, chinmo, ap, SoxN [127–130]), those that are

differentially expressed among neuroblasts, GMCs, and neurons (dpn, pros [131]),

and those whose expression is coupled to temporally regulated neuronal matura-

tion (e.g. regulation of synapse formation Dl, pb, en [132]) (Figure 2.4B). Among

the class of distally localized stable mRNAs, is a known dendrite-localized mRNA

(CaMKII [133]) and growth cone-localized (pre-synaptic) mRNAs (synaptogyrin and

Ef1α100E [132, 134]) in Drosophila, and orthologs of mammalian mRNAs that are
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locally translated in dendrites (Arc1 [67] and Ef1α100E [135]) (Figure 2.4C). Other

examples of distally localized mRNAs at synaptic sites in Drosophila neurons include

homer [136] and CASK [137], although conclusive evidence of their site of transla-

tion is unknown. The increased stability of these putative distally translated mRNAs

may be related to their subcellular patterns of expression, although direct evidence

is lacking.

2.2.4 Patterns of regulation related to neural mRNA decay

dynamics

Differences in global patterns of polyadenylation in Drosophila can yield transcripts

of varying lengths, which are often associated with tissue-specific gene expression.

RNA-seq analysis of alternative polyadenylation in various dissected adult tissues re-

vealed widespread lengthening of transcripts in the nervous system, particularly those

encoding RBPs and transcription factors [65]. Another study using high-density tiling

microarrays and RNA-seq showed similar, but progressive 3'UTR lengthening dur-

ing embryonic development, with the longest UTRs present in neural-expressed tran-

scripts [66]. Transcripts encoding RBPs were notable among the genes with long UTR

isoforms and these sequences enriched in the Pumilio (Pum) recognition element [66].

Global analysis of transcript decay rates in differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells

showed decreased stability among isoforms retaining introns and those containing

mammalian orthologs of the highly-conserved pumilio family (PUF ) recognition ele-

ment (PRE) [119]. 3'UTR lengthening is also implicated in NMD-specific regulation

of transcript decay in Drosophila S2 cells, especially among regulators of translation

and cell division (i.e. RBPs, ribosomal proteins and cell cycle proteins) [138]. Al-

ternative cleavage and polyadenylation resulting in long 3'UTR transcript isoforms

is a conserved mechanism in mammals [139] and was recently attributed to direct-

ing transcript localization to distal sites within neurites in vitro [140]. Additionally,

among transcripts with long 3'UTR isoforms, those with distinct distal localization

patterns showed increased expression in conjunction with mammalian neural differen-

tiation in vitro [140]. As a general mechanism, extended 3'UTR isoforms may allow
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Figure 2.4: Cumulative distributions of mRNA half-lives for neural cell fate, neural
localized and all neural transcripts, P -values are computed between all groups by
Kruskal-Wallis test (A). Decay curves of select neural cell fate associted mRNAs (B)
and select distally localized mRNAs(C).

for greater targeting by trans-acting regulatory factors whereby both cis-element and

trans-factor expression is highly context-dependent.
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Investigation of 3'UTR length and stability showed no direct correlation among

distally localized transcripts, neural fate transcripts or the entire neural mRNA de-

cay data (Figure A.1A,B). Assessing extended 3'UTR isoform-specific stability ef-

fects by these microarray-based decay data is challenging, owing to the only re-

cent wealth of information on tissue-specific alternative cleavage and polyadenylation

(based largely on RNA-sequencing approaches). The relationship between stability

and 3'UTR characteristics are likely complex—relating to both function and context.

Thus, candidate trans-acting factors that have documented roles in neural develop-

ment (Pum [141], AREs [142]), neural-specific expression patterns (miR-124 [143]),

and available databases containing target information were selected for specific in-

vestigation. Analysis of enrichment or depletion of candidate cis-regulatory elements

among the classes of stable distally localized mRNAs or unstable neural fate mRNAs

revealed enrichment of PREs, defined by Gerber et al. (UGUAHAUA) [141], in the

class of neural fate mRNAs. Of the neural fate mRNAs, 20 out of 36 transcripts with

half-life ≤ 75 min contain a PRE, while there was a slight depletion from the set

of high-stability distally localized mRNAs, although not at a statistically-significant

level (1 out of 29 mRNAs with half-life ≥ 80 min contain a PRE) (Figure 2.5A).

Nealy half (14 of 30) of the set of transcripts characterized as having neural 3'UTR

extensions in Drosophila [65] also contained one or more PREs in the extended 3'UTR

isoforms, which include transcriptional (Nej [144]) and post-transcriptional regulators

of neural development (ELAV [145, 146], Imp [147], msi [148], Pum [149]). Analysis

of the neural-specific mRNA decay data revealed 439 transcripts containing the PRE

motif; however, this subset of PRE-containing mRNAs showed no significant trend

toward low or high-stability classes (8.5% of mRNAs with half-life ≤ 75 min contain a

PRE, and 8.8% of mRNAs with half-life ≥ 80 min contain a PRE). Gerber et al. also

identified an additional 156 putative Pumilio targets by tandem-affinity purification

(TAP)-tagged Pumilio assay [141]. These data did not include any transcripts from

the distally localized or neural fate classes and did not show bias related to stability

in the entire neural mRNA decay data (0.9% of mRNAs with half-life 75 min were

predicted targets by TAP, and 1.5% of mRNAs with half-life ≥ 80 min were predicted

targets by TAP). Taken together these results indicate that the presence of a PRE
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motif is associated with decreased mRNA stability among the class of neural fate

mRNAs.

2.2.5 Pumilio knockdown stabilizes neural PRE-containing

mRNAs

Figure 2.5: Enrichment or depletion of candidate cis-regulatory elements as follows:
AREs, miR-124 target sites, and PREs. Odds ratios were calculated as the frequency
of each element within the low-stability (t1/275min) neural fate mRNAs or high-
stability (t1/2 ≥ 80min) distally localized mRNAs versus the frequency of that element
in all low-stability or high-stability neural mRNAs (A) ∗∗P < 1.0x1015 (Fisher’s
test). Pum expression in a stage 15 embryo detected with an anti-Pum antibody
(green). Anti-Fas2 antibody stain (magenta) shows a subset of longitudinal axon
fiber tracts and axons leaving the ventral nerve cord (B). Cumulative distribution
of pumRNAi versus control mRNA half-lives in the embryonic nervous system (C)
P -values are calculaed by Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test. Examples of predicted neural
fate Pum targets with increased mRNA stability in PumRNAi embryos (D), these
transcripts had reproducible changes in half-life, FDRs ≤ 0.30 by SAM analysis.

The significant enrichment of of PREs among low-stability neural fate mRNAs
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indicated a novel role for Pum in regulating neural development. Pum has well-

documented roles in synapse form and function [149], and memory formation [150] in

Drosophila. Investigation of Pum in the embryonic nervous system shows widespread

localization to the cytoplasm of neural progenitors, neurons and specific axon projec-

tions throughout the ventral nerve cord (Figure 2.5B). To assess phenotypic defects

in embryonic neural development, neural-specific RNA interference (RNAi) [151] was

performed to reduce Pum expression using pros-GAL4 x UAS-pumRNAi embryos.

Western blot analysis reveals an approximate 50% decrease in expression from wild-

type levels (Figure A.2). Pum knockdown did not cause gross neural development

defects (Figure 2.6A-E), based on analysis of Fas2+ axon projection patterns and

production of Eve+ motor neurons [152]. Lack of obvious defects in motor neuron de-

velopment in the embryonic nervous system may not preclude defects in other aspects

of embryonic neural development or later stages of neural development, which were

not evaluated in this study. Although partial knockdown of pum did not show obvi-

ous embryonic neural development defects, it should be sufficient to induce changes

in mRNA stability if Pum regulates mRNA decay.

Neural-specific TU-decay and pum knockdown was performed by pros-GAL4 driv-

ing expression of UAS-pumRNAi;UAS-T.g.UPRT in stage 12 to 15 embryos. Half-

lives for neural-specific pum knockdown embryos were compared to control neural-

specific half-lives (pros > UPRT ). Analysis of 3,008 mRNAs with reproducible half-

life measurements showed a significant trend of stabilization for the set of Gerber et

al. [141], PRE-containing, Pum targets Figure (2.5C). Half (132 of 265) of the pre-

dicted Pum targets from these data had statistically significant increases in mRNA

half-life of ≥1.3-fold. Many of the stabilized Pum targets were among the set of neu-

ral cell-fate transcription factors or other cell-fate determinants (Figure 2.5D). Sta-

bilized Pum targets also include regulators of axon pathfinding (Eph, otk, Sema-1a)

and putative distally localized, dlg1, which is a member of the membrane-associated

guanylate kinase homologs (MAGUK ). MAGUK proteins are important for proper

synaptic architecture [153,154]. Dlg1 mRNA was previously identified as a target of

translation repression by Pum [155], and its mammalian ortholog is known to local-

ized to dendrites [156]. Dlg1 mRNA is relatively unstable in control embryos, but
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Figure 2.6: Wild-type (A), (B) and pros-GAL4 x UAS-pumRNAi (C), (D) stage
15/16 embryos stained with an anti-Fas2 antibody (green) and anti-eve antibody
(magenta) shows eve+ motor neurons (magenta), longitudinal nerve fibers (green),
and the intersegmental (ISN) and segmental (SNa) nerves (green) leaving the ventral
nerve cord. A model (E) of the proper orientation of motor neurons and peripheral
nerves (ISN and SNa) that can be visualized by anti-Fas2 antibody (green) and anti-
eve antibody staining in stage 16 Drosophila embryo abdominal segments, based on
Landgraf et al. [152].

is significantly stabilized in Pum RNAi embryos (half-life of 65 versus 127 min). Of

the 14 mRNAs with neural-specific extended 3'UTR isoforms identified by Smibert
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et al. [65], 9 exhibit stabilization upon pum knockdown (wdb, heph, step, elav, nmo,

Imp, msi, tyf, Glut4EF ). These novel Pum targets function in diverse processes re-

lated to neural development including: signaling (Wdb, step, nmo), RNA-binding and

translation (heph, Imp, ELAV, msi, tyf). Wdb and nmo are required for planar cell

polarization in epithelial cell types [157,158], while Wdb [159] and Step [160] are im-

plicated in regulating the insulin signaling pathway that controls energy metabolism

and growth. Tyf is a novel translation initiation factor functioning in the regulation

of gene expression associated with circadian rhythms in pacemaker neurons [161].

These putative neural Pum targets are subject to neural-specific regulation by Pum

via tissue-specific isoform expression; only the extended 3'UTR isoforms, which are

expressed exclusively in neural tissues, contain PREs.

2.2.6 PRE 3’UTR deletion is sufficient to stabilize GFP re-

porter mRNAs

In order to determine if a 3'UTR PRE is necessary for destabilization of a putative

Pum target in the embryonic nervous system, an in vivo green fluorescent protein

(GFP) repoter system was constructed. Reporter transcripts were designed with a

hsp70 5'UTR, GFP open reading-frame, and various 3'UTR sequences with endoge-

nous polyadenylation signals; RPS9 3'UTR as an endogenous non-Pum target (no

PRE), Hey 3'UTR as a endogenous Pum target (PRE), and Hey 3'UTR with a PRE

8-mer deletion as a mutant non-Pum target (Figure 2.7A). All constructs were inte-

grated into the same genomic locus to generate transgenic fly lines. Neural-specific ex-

pression of these reporter mRNAs and TU-decay was achieved by pros-GAL4 driving

expression of UAS-GFP3’UTR;UAS-UPRT in stage 12 to 15 embryos. The reporter

transcript containing the RPS9 3'UTR had similar though slightly above average sta-

bility, compared to the endogenous RPS9 transcript (Figure 2.7B). The Hey 3'UTR

reporter was more rapidly decayed, although similar to the endogenous Hey tran-

script. While deletion of the PRE from the Hey 3'UTR led to a striking stabilization

of the reporter transcript. These results are compatible with findings in the pum

RNAi decay data that showed increased stability of the endogenous Hey transcript
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upon pum knockdown (110 min compared to 74 min). Taken together these data

indicate that a PRE witin the Hey 3'UTR is necessary to target this transcript for

Pum-mediated degradation in the embryonic nervous system.

Figure 2.7: Reporter construct design. Hey WT 3’UTR contains the single endoge-
nous PRE. Hey PRE ∆ 3'UTR has only the PRE sequence removed.(A) Decay curves
based on reverse-transcription, quantitative-PCR measurements of reporter transcript
decay (using GFP primers). Chase times are plotted on the x-axis (0-hour = end of
1-hour pulse). Mean chase/pulse values at the 1-hour chase and 3-hour chase time
points are plotted based on multiple measurements. (B) Half-lives in minutes are
listed next to the decay curve for each transcript.

2.3 Discussion

Regulation of gene expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level de-

termine final protein abundance and localization. Post-transcriptional control of gene

expression via mRNA decay has often been overlooked, but can provide information
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on spatial and temporal dynamics of protein expression during development in vivo.

The TU-decay technique is developed to measure global zygotic mRNA decay rates

in Drosophila embryos and the embryonic nervous system via microarray analysis.

Global data on mRNA decay rates in whole embryos reveals links between mRNA sta-

bility and gene function; highly stable genes are enriched in constitutively expressed

housekeeping and core metabolic genes, while highly unstable genes are enriched in

regulatory proteins, transcriptional regulators, and regulators of neurogenesis. Global

data on mRNA decay rates in the embryonic nervous system reveals links between

mRNA stability and gene function that are distinct from the whole embryo; stable

genes are enriched in regulators of neurogenesis, regulatory proteins, and regulators

of cell death, while unstable genes are enriched in transcriptional regulators, cell-

cycle regulators, histones, and ribosomal proteins. These differences are the basis for

investigating neural-specific mRNA decay dynamics. One-quarter of genes detected

in whole embryos and the embryonic nervous system had differential decay kinetics

(≥1.5-fold differences in half-life) between tissues. The whole embryo context pro-

vides an average half-life measure across all tissues compared to the nervous system,

which is more uniform. This is reflected in the global distributions of mRNA half-

lives between tissues; while the average and median half-lives are similar, the whole

embryo has a larger range, which may reflect the heterogeneous nature of these mea-

surements. Neural-specific mRNA decay dynamics likely contribute to a finely-tuned

program of gene expression driving neural development. This is evidenced—at least in

part—by the observation that the Pumilio RBP regulates cohorts of neural develop-

ment associated mRNAs (i.e. neural cell fate transcription factors and mRNAs with

neural-specific extended 3'UTR isoforms) via PREs in the 3'UTR. Destabilization of

cell-cycle regulators, histones, and ribosomal proteins and stabilization of synaptic,

axonogenesis and neuroblast polarity associated genes in neural tissues signify a global

shift in gene expression at the post-transcriptional level that may reflect a changing

program from a more proliferative state to a differentiative state. Prospero (used

in this study to drive neural-specific mRNA decay measurements) encodes a protein

that regulates this shifting cellular program during neural development through its

effects on cell cycle regulators [162]. Regulation by specific trans-acting factors, like
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Pumilio, have the ability to target cohorts of transcripts in a context-dependent man-

ner, but the underlying mechanisms driving large-scale changes in mRNA stability

upon neural development in the Drosophila embryo remain unclear.

2.4 Approach

2.4.1 Fly lines

The following fly lines were used: UAS-T.g.UPRT (3rd chromosome), UAS-T.g.UPRT

(2nd chromosome, provided by M. O’Connor), prospero-GAL4 (Bloomingtion Drosophila

Stock Center), FlyLight project line GMR45H06 (lola(ubiquitous)-GAL4 ) (Blooming-

tion Drosophila Stock Center). Whole embryo TU-decay experiments were performed

using embryos of either UAS-T.g.UPRT line without any GAL4 driver. Pumilio

knockdown was performed using the TRiP project line HMS01685 (Bloomingtion

Drosophila Stock Center). UAS-GFP-3'UTR reporter constructs were made by modi-

fying pUAST-3XemGFP (Drosophila Genetics Resource Center) to remove two copies

of emGFP and replace the SV40 terminator with the Drosophila Hsp70 termina-

tor and an attB site. RPS9, Hey wild-type or Hey PRE deletion 3'UTR DNA

were chemically synthesized (Integrated DNA Technologies) and ligated into the

modified pUAST-emGFP-attB backbone. Constructs were injected into Pnos-phi-

C31int.NLSX, PCaryPattP40 embryos for PhiC31- mediated integration (Rainbow

Transgenic Flies, Inc.).

2.4.2 Embryo permeabilization and pulse-chase labeling

Stage 12 to 15 embryos were used for pulse-chase label- ing of RNA. Embryos were

permeabilized as previously described [96] and pulse-labeled in tagging media [D22

insect media, 5% FBS, and either 1 mM 4-thiouridine (whole embryo tagging) or

1 mM 4-thiouracil (neural- specific tagging)] for 1 h at 30◦C. Pulse-labeled embryos

were then transferred for 1 or 3 h to chase media containing uridine [D22 insect media,

5% FBS, 10 mM uridine] at 30◦C. Embryos were homogenized for 30 sec and frozen

in TRIzol® (ThermoFisher) at 80◦C.
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2.4.3 TU-RNA purification

Multiple 100µg samples for each time point were pooled for TRIzol® (ThermoFisher)

RNA extraction and TU-RNA purification, as previously described [96].

2.4.4 cRNA probe synthesis and array hybridization

Biological replicates (independent RNA collections, TU-RNA purifications, and mi-

croarray hybridizations) were performed for all experiments. Purified TU-RNA plus

a spike-in control (One-Color RNA Spike-In Kit, Agilent) was used to generate Cy3

labeled cRNA (Low Input Quick Amp Labeling Kit, Agilent) and hybridized to Agi-

lent 4x44K Drosophila gene expression microarrays. Signal intensities within a pulse-

chase series were normalized using the spike-in control. For comparisons between

pulse-chase series, 1-hour chase/1-hour pulse and 3-hour chase/1-hour pulse ratios

were normalized so that the mean of the ratios at each time-point was the same

across experiments (the top and bottom 10% ratio values were excluded from nor-

malization factor calculations). For comparisons of signal intensities in 1-hour pulse

samples, spots with values below background were excluded from mean normalization

calculations but were included in calculations of average signal intensity per gene.

2.4.5 mRNA half-life calculations

Normalized signal intensities for time 0, 1, and 3 h were fitted to the linear transform

of a single order exponential decay model, ln((t)) =0 kt , by least squares regression

analysis in R. E0 is the transcript expression value for the pulse-labeled sample and

k is the decay rate constant. Fit of the decay model was assessed by an adjusted R2

value. Half-life was determined by the equation, t1/2 = ln 2/k. Many mRNAs whose

levels decreased slightly or not at all during the chase had R20.75. These high-stability

mRNAs (typically with half-lives estimated at ≥ 300 min) were excluded from cal-

culations of mean and median half-life for all datasets. mRNAs in this category that

had reproducible half-life measurements across biological replicates (standard devia-

tion/mean ≤ 60%) were included as high-stability mRNAs for gene ontology analyses

and comparisons of whole embryo versus neural mRNA half-lives.
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2.4.6 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses of genome-wide mRNA levels and genome-wide half-life values

were made using mean-normalized ratio values for each dataset and absolute difference

calculations using the significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) program [163]. Two-

class, unpaired sample analysis and the T-statistic were used to calculate q values

(a multiple testing corrected FDR). FDR values listed in figure legends are the q

value (for statistical analyses performed using SAM). All other statistical analyses

were made using the R environment. For comparisons of half-life values between

samples (neural-specific versus whole embryo), only transcripts with reproducible

measurements across biological replicates were included. Reproducible measurements

were defined as those with standard deviation in half-life ≤60% of the mean half-life.

2.4.7 Gene ontology analysis

Gene ontology analysis was performed using DAVID functional annotation cluster-

ing [164,165], with default settings and high classification stringency. Unnamed genes

(those identified by CG number only) were excluded from GO analysis. Representa-

tive GO terms for each annotation cluster are listed in the results tables. Functionally

redundant annotation clusters were excluded.

2.4.8 Immunofluorescent imaging

Embryo fixation and antibody staining were performed using standard methods.

The following antibodies were used: rat anti-Pum (1:200, provided by Robin Whar-

ton), mouse anti-Fas2 (1:100, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), mouse anti-

prospero (1:20, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-β-gal (1:1000,

Abcam). RNA probes were made using cDNA clones obtained from the Drosophila

Genome Resource Center, Indiana University, USA. Digested plasmids were used as

template for in vitro transcription of DIG-labeled RNA probes (Roche Applied Sci-

ence). In situ hybridization was performed using standard methods.
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2.4.9 RT-qPCR

Purified TU-RNA quality was assessed by Bioanalyzer RNA Pico Eukaryotic total

RNA assay (Agilent) prior to whole transcriptome amplification and cDNA synthesis

(MessageBOOSTER Whole-Transcriptome cDNA Synthesis Kit for qPCR, Epicen-

tre). Real-time PCR quantitation was performed on a Rotor-Gene Q (Qiagen) in 20

µL reactions using QuantiTect Primer Assays (Qiagen) or custom designed primers

(Table A.1), and SYBR green detection (QuantiTech SYBR green PCR kit, Qiagen).

Ct values were normalized to an RpL32 internal reference and relative abundance

calculated by the equation, fold-change= 2∆∆Ct . Transcript decay was modeled as

described above using relative abundance at time 0, 1 and 3 h.



Chapter 3

Codon-mediated mRNA decay

dynamics

3.1 Introduction

Evaluation of the PUF family ortholog, Pumilio, demonstrates a mode of RBP-

mediated regulation of a class of functionally related mRNAs in neural tissues of

the developing Drosophila embryo. This approach evaluating candidate trans-acting

factor regulation of target mRNA stability only accounts for differential decay of

subsets of mRNAs, but fails to explain the bulk differences in mRNA stability seen

between tissues. Roughly 25% of mRNAs show tissue-specific decay dynamics; house-

keeping and constitutively expressed genes enriched among high-stability mRNAs in

the whole embryo were not present in the high stability set of neural mRNAs, while

ribosome and electron transport associated mRNAs, which are highly stable in the

whole embryo, show high enrichment among mRNAs with the greatest destabilization

in neural cell-types (Table 2.3). In vitro studies of mRNA decay dynamics highlight

the relationship between transcript stability and gene function [118, 119], but argue

intrinsic features of transcripts most strongly correlate with stability. Intrinsic fea-

tures of mRNAs including 3'UTR length [64, 65, 119] and codon bias [15, 16] have

demonstrated ability to modulate global decay dynamics, but these studies fail to

address differential decay dynamics across different cellular contexts in vivo.

35
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Differences in synonymous codon usage, termed codon bias, has long been stud-

ied in population genetics. Despite well-defined measures of codon bias across many

species, most synonymous sites show weak selection [166], which can be explained

largely by GC-content bias [167]. Selective pressures on codon bias can be due to

translation efficiency and accuracy [168–172], though these effects are likely highly

context-dependent [173]. Frequently used codons in highly expressed genes correlate

well with measured tRNA levels in prokaryotes and tRNA gene copy numbers in

yeast [173–177]. These observations support the explanation that codon usage bias

is a result of selection for more efficient translation. It is plausible that codon bias in

multicellular euakaryotes may be linked to context-specific expression. For example,

highly expressed genes of a particular tissue would show a bias toward optimal codons,

reflected in the availability of their cognate isoaccepting tRNAs in that tissue. How-

ever, evaluation of selective pressures on codon bias in Drosophila revealed similar

bias in genes with disparate mRNA expression patterns [178]. There are correlations

between codon usage bias and putative translation efficiency (via tRNA availabil-

ity) [179] and accuracy [168] in Drosophila. The ties between mRNA decay and

translation elongation are demonstrated by the discovery that mRNA decay occurs

5′ → 3′ on active polysomes [14], and optimal codon content is a major determinant

of transcript stability in yeast [15] and zebrafish embryos [16]. It is plausible that

similar mechanisms driving codon-mediated mRNA decay and translation kinetics in

other eukaryotes are present in Drosophila.

The codon optimality work is a collaboration with Jeff Coller’s group at Case

Western Reserve University. Vladimir Presnyak and Sophie Martin calculated codon

stabilization coefficients (CSC) for the 3631 mRNAs with reproducible half-life mea-

surements for both whole embryos and the embryonic nervous system, and produced

the heatmap used in Figure 3.1. The Coller group designed the mutant CDS and Na-

jwa Al-Husaini performed ligation of the wild-type and mutant CDS into the modified

pUAST backbone (see methods for detailed information).
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Codon optimality is correlated with mRNA stability in

Drosophila embryos

Analysis of 3631 genes (the set of mRNAs with reproducible half-life measurements

for both whole embryos and the embryonic nervous system) confirms global trends

of codon usage bias (Figure 3.1) in the Drosophila embryo. There are clear classes

of genes with shared codon usage; for example, genes across the top portion of the

heatmap show an enrichment of the set of codons (shown in blue) designated as

preferred in Drosophila melanogaster by multiple independent studies [168, 178, 180,

181]. These studies assessed codon usage bias across the Drosophila genome with

preferred codons being those that are favored among highly expressed genes and

correlate with higher tRNA abundance. Although there is a consensus of preferred

codons in the studies described above, measures of codon optimality such as the

tRNA adaptive index (tAI), codon adaptation index (CAI), tRNA abundance and

tRNA gene copy number, which perform well for yeast [15, 182], are not as well-

suited for more complex metazoans like Drosophila. Interestingly, among the set of

genes containing more putative optimal codons, 55% are highly stable in the whole

embryo but ≥1.5-fold destabilized in the embryonic nervous system. Alternately,

genes across the bottom portion of the heatmap show the opposite codon usage trend,

with enrichment of codons that are not among the preferred set. Among this set of

genes containing more putative non-optimal codons, 25% are highly stable in the

embryonic nervous system (≥3-fold stabilized compared to the whole embryo).

To assess the relationship between codon usage bias and mRNA decay dynamics,

and define codon optimality using an independent approach from those detailed above,

the codon stabilization coefficient (CSC) was calculated for all codons in Drosophila

melanogaster based on whole embryo mRNA decay rates (Figure 3.2A). CSC values

are a measure of the Pearson correlation between codon usage and transcript stabil-

ity. The distribution of CSC values across all codons in the whole embryo shows a

definite bias in codon usage linked to decay and many of the previously described
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Figure 3.1: Heatmap showing codon usage bias across all genes with reproducible half-
life measures in whole embryos and embryonic CNS. Light blue indicates enrichment
while light yellow indicates depletion. Codons designated in blue are preferred for
Drosophila melanogaster [168,178,180,181].

preferred codons (shown in blue) are among the most optimal codons by CSC. The

maximum and minimum CSC values and proportion of optimal versus non-optimal

codons observed for Drosophila whole embryos is similar to that seen in the original

yeast study [15] (23 optimal versus 38 non-optimal codons by CSC in both organisms),

although the optimal and non-optimal sets of codons are distinct for each organism.

The similar distribution of CSC values in the Drosophila whole embryo and yeast

is unsurprising considering both organisms show similar magnitudes of codon usage

bias based on other measures [178]. Further analysis of the relationship between

codon optimality and mRNA stability reveals strong links between optimal codon

content and mRNA decay in the whole embryo. Genes classified by optimal codon

content exhibit similar decay rates, especially among genes with high optimal codon

content (Figure 3.2B). Additionally, CSC values correlate with other measures of
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codon adaptation like tAI (r = 0.485, p < 0.0001, 3.2C) and tRNA gene copy number

(r = 0.601, p < 0.0001, A.4A). Preferred codons in Drosophila tend to cluster toward

positive CSC values and higher tAI values in the whole embryo.
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Figure 3.2: Codons in the whole embryo are arranged by CSC values (A), putative
optimal codons are designated as those with positive CSC values. Box plots of mRNA
half-lives categorized by optimal codon content in the whole embryo (A), half of the
data fall within the box and the whiskers represent the 1st and 99th percentile.
Correlations between tAI and CSC in the whole embryo (C), Pearson r values are
indicated and **** designates p < 0.0001. Codons designated in blue are preferred
for Drosophila melanogaster [168,178,180,181].

Functional annotation of genes containing a high fraction of optimal codons and
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those containing a low fraction of optimal codons was performed by DAVID anal-

ysis, with the optimal set of codons determined based on a positive CSC value.

Core metabolic and house-keeping genes were among the most highly enriched classes

among genes with with a high fraction (> 0.6) of optimal codons (Table 3.1). While

transcriptional regulators, synapse-associated proteins, and regulators of cell death

were among the most enriched classes of genes with a low fraction (< 0.4) of optimal

codons (Table 3.1). The stability of these classes of high-optimal and low-optimal

genes is reflected by the whole embryo half-life; high-optimal codon genes have longer

half-lives and low-optimal codon genes have shorter half-lives (Figure 3.3A). A more

striking comparison can be made when looking at the relative stability in the embry-

onic nervous system versus whole embryo, where high-optimal genes show a trend of

destabilization (mean neural/whole embryo half-life ratio of 0.90, p < 0.0001) and

low-optimal genes show no significant difference in stability from the set of all genes

(mean neural/whole embryo half-life ratio of 1.12 for low-optimal versus 1.13 for all

genes, N.S.) (Figure 3.3B). Multiple measures of codon bias confirm the same trend

of neural-destabilized genes showing stronger bias toward optimal codons defined in

the whole embryo (Figure A.5A-C). There are significant differences in the fraction

of optimal codons categorized by CSC between the neural-destabilized set of genes

in relation to all genes or neural-stabilized genes (Figure 3.3C). The same trend of

relatively high optimal codon content among destabilized genes in embryonic neu-

ral tissues is observed for other measures of codon bias: optimal codons categorized

by CAI (Figure 3.3D) and overall codon bias defined by ENC (Figure 3.3E). These

trends are not seen when assessing other sequence features that can account for codon

usage bias such as GC content at the codon’s 3rd position (Figure 3.3F) or overall

GC content (Figure A.5D), indicating selection for optimal codons is not merely a

result of mutational bias.
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mRNAs with high-fraction optimal codons

GO
Term

Definition P value FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0003735 Structural constituent of ribosome 3.2x10−21 2.1x10−19 26 14.6
RpS15Aa, RpL23, RpL9, RpL13

0015992 Proton transport 9.9x10−6 4.3x10−5 7 7.1
Vha16-1, Vha36-1, Vha55, blw

0006099 Tricarboxylic acid cycle 7.6x10−4 2x10−2 5 3.1
Mdh1, Mdh2, Scsα

0005784 Translocon complex 7x10−4 9.5x10−3 6 2.5
Sec61α, Sec61γ, Tapδ

0019395 Fatty acid oxidation 2.6x10−3 0.05 4 2.1
Thiolase, yip2

0031497 Chromatin assembly 0.02 0.19 5 1.3
His3.3A, His3.3B, His2B, Nlp,
Df31

mRNAs with low-fraction optimal codons

GO
Term

Definition P value FDR Count
Fold-
enrichment

0045449 Regulation of transcription 2.7x10−6 3.9x10−3 77 5.2
sv, sav, osa, sqz, GATAd, Nca

0008270 Zinc ion binding 2.9x10−7 1.2x10−4 93 4.2
chif, G9a, Adar, Lasp, scrt

0031327
Negative regulation of cellular
biosynthetic process

2.3x10−3 0.57 23 2.4

SuUR, pho, crol, ph-d, Dsp1, brk

0045202 Synapse 0.07 0.82 8 1.7
Cals, Syt7, l(2)gl, unc-13, nAChR

0010941 Regulation of cell death 0.08 0.99 11 1.1
pnt, fkh, sav, Dark, skl, morgue

Table 3.1: Gene ontology analysis of high-optimal mRNAs (optimal codon fraction
> 0.6) and low-optimal mRNAs (optimal codon fraction < 0.4) by DAVID analysis.

3.2.2 Codon-mediated decay effects are attenuated in neural

tissues

Given the relationship between high optimal codon content among destabilized mR-

NAs in the embryonic nervous system, it is plausible that codon optimality is tunable
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and highly context-dependent. To assess the relationship between codon optimality

and neural-specific mRNA decay dynamics, CSC values were calculated for all codons

in Drosophila based on embryonic nervous system mRNA decay rates. Strikingly, the

trend of CSC values seen in the whole embryo context is not seen in the embryonic

nervous system, where there is flattening of CSC values hovering around zero (Figure

3.4A). The distribution of preferred codons (shown in blue) is also more random with

no clear indication of optimal codons in the nervous system based on CSC values.

Classification of mRNAs based on optimal codon content revels no strong ties to neu-

ral mRNA stability. Additionally, no correlation between CSC and other measures

of codon adaptation like tAI (r = −0.090, N.S., Figure 3.4C) or tRNA gene copy

number (r = 0.019, N.S., Figure A.4B) is seen in the nervous system. Taken together

these data indicate that codon optimality is an indicator of mRNA stability in the

whole embryo context and codon-mediated effects on neural mRNA decay dynamics

are attenuated.

Although codon-mediated effects on mRNA stability are strongest in the whole

embryo, these data may reflect optimization of expression dynamics for important core

housekeeping and metabolic genes required for sustained rapid growth in this context.

Alternately, attenuated codon-mediated effects on neural mRNA stability may reflect

changing global mRNA stability dynamics, which require more fine-tuned regula-

tion of protein expression via alternate mechanisms. mRNAs with higher fractions of

optimal codons, long half-lives in the whole embryo and destabilization in the develop-

ing nervous system are enriched in constitutively-expressed ribosomal protein-coding

genes and chromatin-associated genes including: RpL6, RpS23, RpL23, His3.3B,

His4r (Figure 3.5A). While mRNAs with lower fractions of optimal codons, short

half-lives in the whole embryo and stabilization in the embryonic CNS are enriched

in genes involved in transcriptional regulation, cell death and neural-development

functions including: CadN, par-6, baz, CASK (Figure 3.5B). High-optimal neural-

destabilized mRNAs contain core housekeeping genes like ribosomal protein and non-

canonical histone genes, which are ubiquitously expressed. Members of the non-

canonical replication-independent histone 3 and 4 families (His3.3A, His3.3B, His4r)

all exhibit higher degrees of codon usage bias [183] and specifically higher fractions
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of optimal codons (from this study) than their replication-dependent counterparts

(though both classes are destabilized in the embryonic nervous system). These dif-

ferences may be explained by core structural differences between genes, which is

indicative of vastly different modes of regulation. Replication-independent histones

are single or few-copy genes with introns and their mRNAs are polyadenylated [184];

in contrast, replication-dependent histones (H1, H2A, H2B, H3, H4 ) are intronless

genes contained within a tandemly duplicated histone gene unit, and whose mRNAs

are not generally polyadenylated [185, 186]. Replication-independent histone family

members evolved under different pressures than their replication-dependent counter-

parts, which require synchronous expression during S-phase of the cell cycle. This

may be why replication-independent histones exhibit a greater degree of selection for

optimal codons, which in turn influences their stability and translation. Members

of the enriched classes of low-optimal neural-stabilized mRNAs are expressed in tis-

sues other than the nervous system though the specific genes indicated (Figure3.5B)

have well-defined roles in neural-development. Cadherin-N (CadN) is a neural cell

adhesion protein that functions in axon guidance through control of fast filopodial

dynamics and growth cone stabilization [187]. Although CadN is widely transcribed

in mesodermal and neural cells of the developing Drosophila embryo, the protein ac-

cumulates at axon terminals in later embryonic stages [188], suggesting the necessity

of neural-specific post-transcriptional control of protein expression. par-6 and baz

exhibit similar decay dynamics and codon bias (Figure 3.5B) and are members of

the apical polarity complex in neuroblasts, colocalizing to the apical cortex. Absence

of either par-6 or baz causes diffuse mislocalization to the cytoplasm and asymmet-

ric cell divisions in neuroblasts become disordered [189]. Synchronous regulation of

these proteins appears to be important for their proper function and this is reflected

in their mRNA stability. CASK is a kinase and scaffolding protein that is widely

expressed [190], but localizes to synapses and regulates glutamatergic synaptic trans-

mission [137]. CASK has low-optimal codon content and is stabilized in the embryonic

nervous system similar to the previous mentioned neural development associated mR-

NAs. It is plausible that codon-mediated mRNA decay dynamics are distinct in the

developing nervous system; there appears to be less selective pressure toward usage of
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optimal codons in neural-stabilized transcripts. Additionally, ubiquitously expressed

core housekeeping genes like ribosomal protein mRNAs and non-canonical histones,

which have optimized codon usage in the whole embryo context, show destabiliza-

tion in the nervous system. This suggests codon-mediated decay dynamics are highly

context-specific and have the ability to drive bulk changes in mRNA stability.

To confirm codon-mediated mRNA decay dynamics in the Drosophila whole em-

bryo and embryonic nervous system, codon reporter constructs were made from se-

lect neural-destabilized and neural-stabilized classes of genes. Wild-type and mutant

mRNA CDS were ligated into a vector containing the UAS enhancer and endogenous

Hsp70 UTR sequences. These reporters were expressed in the whole embryo (under

the control of lola(ubiquitous)-GAL4 ) or embryonic nervous system (under the con-

trol of prospero-GAL4 ). Stage 12 to 15 embryos were pulse-labeled with 4-thiouridine

and mRNA abundance measured at the initial pulse, time zero, and after a two hour

uridine chase. RpS15Aa, a ribosomal protein-coding gene, has a high fraction of opti-

mal codons (0.63) and is destabilized in the embryonic nervous system (Figure 3.6A).

The wild-type RpS15Aa reporter exhibits stabilization in whole embryos, while be-

ing destabilized in the nervous system (Figure 3.6E). A mutant RpS15Aa reporter

comprised of all non-optimal codons via synonymous mutations in the CDS (Figure

3.6C) exhibits destabilization in both the whole embryo and neural contexts (Fig-

ure 3.6E). Syb, a ubiquitously expressed membrane protein associated with vesicle

secretion, has a slightly above-average fraction of optimal codons (0.53 compared to

0.46), and is stabilized in the embryonic nervous system (Figure 3.6B). A mutant

Syb reporter comprised of all optimal codons via synonomous mutations in the CDS

(Figure 3.6D) exhibits stabilization in both the whole embryo and neural contexts

(Figure 3.6F). The altered stability of the Syb wild-type reporter compared to the

endogenous mRNA in the nervous system may be due to effects the UTRs have on

stability that are not recapitulated in the reporter assay. Interestingly the optimal

Syb reporter transcript (80% optimal codons) is stabilized in neural tissues while the

RpS15Aa wild-type (63% optimal codons) remains unstable. This difference may be

explained by the higher fraction of optimal codons in the optimized SyB reporter.
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3.3 Discussion

These results indicate codon-mediated mRNA decay dynamics are highly context-

specific. In vitro studies of mRNA stability upon cellular differentiation in mammals

corroborate these findings. Analysis of mRNA decay in human iPS cells and their

fully differentiated counterparts (human foreskin fibroblasts) shows destabilization of

histones and master transcriptional regulators of pluripotency (i.e. zinc-finger pro-

teins) upon differentiation [118]. Mouse ES cells also show decreases in stability

of ribosomal protein mRNAs upon differentiation, although there was no correla-

tion between mRNA abundance and changes in stability upon differentiation [119].

Our data also show no correlation between mRNA abundance and mRNA stability

between the embryonic nervous system and whole embryo (Figure A.1C,D), which

may suggest codon-mediated decay dynamics are primarily a function of translation

efficiency. Recent evidence in zebrafish embryos demonstrate that maternally de-

posited mRNAs are subject to codon-mediated mRNA decay dynamics dependent on

CCR4-NOT deadenylation (the first step in bulk 5' → 3' decay) with 3'UTR length

having a modulatory effect [16]; longer 3'UTRs protected maternal transcripts from

deadenylation-dependent 5' → 3' decay. While long 3'UTRs may protect against

deadenylation-dependent decay, it does not rule out regulation via alternative mRNA

decay pathways (e.g. NMD) or translation inhibition, where long 3'UTRs may allow

for targeting by trans-acting RBPs (e.g. Pum) or ncRNAs. Ultimately the interplay

between specific regulatory mechanisms mediated through cis-element/trans-acting

factor recognition (e.g. 3'UTR lengthening) and global regulatory mechanisms af-

fecting decay and translation (i.e. codon optimality, translation-dependent decay)

determine the final protein expression pattern. This mode of global regulation, oc-

curring at the level of protein translation via regulation of the ribosome and tRNAs,

would allow bulk changes in both mRNA decay and translation in response to a

shifting cellular program. This shift may reflect the differences between a program

of rapid proliferation and growth, and a program of differentiation and cellular mat-

uration. Bulk regulation of gene expression at the transcriptional level is achieved

through modulation of gene expression by master transcriptional regulators (e.g. via
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chromatin and transcription factors); in the same way, bulk regulation of protein

expression can be achieved through regulation of mRNA decay and translation ef-

ficiency. It is plausible that the most efficient means of changing bulk decay and

translation dynamics is via the translation machinery itself: ribosomes and tRNAs.

To corroborate this, it will be necessary to measure tissue-specific translation and

tRNA dynamics.

3.4 Approach

3.4.1 Fly lines

UAS-GFP-3’UTR reporter constructs were made by modifying pUAST-3XemGFP

(Drosophila Genetics Resource Center) to remove two copies of emGFP and replace

the SV40 terminator with Drosophila Hsp70 terminator and an attB site. The re-

porter backbone was shipped to the Coller lab (Case Western Reserve University,

Cleaveland, OH) for ligation of chemically synthesized Rps15Aa wild-type, Rps15Aa

non-optimal, Syb-RB wild-type, or Syb-RB optimal DNA (Integrated DNA Technolo-

gies, Inc.) into the modified pUAST-emGFP-attB backbone (performed by Najwa

Al-Husaini). Constructs were mailed back to UC Merced and submitted for injection

into Pnos-phi- C31int.NLSX, PCaryPattP40 embryos for PhiC31- mediated integra-

tion (Rainbow Transgenic Flies, Inc.).

3.4.2 Codon analysis

Preferred codons are those previously designated in multiple independent studies [168,

178, 180, 181]. Codon stabilization coefficients (CSC), a Pearson correlation between

codon usage and transcript stability, were calculated as previously described [15] by

Vladimir Presnyak and Sophie Martin (Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,

OH). Optimal codons were determined to be those with positive CSC values. Effective

number of codons (ENC), codon adaptation index (CAI), frequency of optimal codons

(Fop), and GC content were calcualed using CodonW (version 1.4.4) [191] for the set

of all CDS corresponding to genes with reproducible half-live measurements for the
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whole embryo and embryonic CNS. Drosophila melanogaster tRNA gene copy number

is based on the Genomic tRNA database (GtRNAdb) [192] and Berkeley Drosophila

Genome Project release 6 (dm6). tRNA adaptive index (tAI) values were calculated

using CUA available on CPAN [193].

3.4.3 Transcript CDS reporter assay

UAS-CDS reporter lines were crossed to either prospero-GAL4 or FlyLight project

line GMR45H06 (lola(ubiquitious)-GAL4 ) (Bloomingtion Drosophila Stock Center)

for embryo neural or whole embryo reporter expression respectively. St. 12-15 em-

bryos were permeabilized as previously described [96] and pulse-labeled in tagging

media [D22 insect media, 5% FBS, 1 mM 4-thiouridine (whole embryo tagging)] for

1 h at 25◦C. Pulse-labeled embryos were then transferred for 2 h to chase media con-

taining uridine [D22 insect media, 5% FBS, 10 mM uridine] at 25◦C. Embryos were

homogenized for 30 sec and frozen in TRIzol® (ThermoFisher) at 80◦C. 50µg samples

for each time point were pooled for TRIzol® (ThermoFisher) RNA extraction and

TU-RNA purification as previously described [96] with the modification of MTSEA-

biotinylation [98]. Purified TU-RNA quality was assessed by Bioanalyzer RNA Pico

Eukaryotic total RNA assay (Agilent) prior to transcriptome amplification and cDNA

synthesis (MessageBOOSTER cDNA Synthesis Kit for qPCR, Epicentre). Real-time

PCR quantitation was performed on a Rotor-Gene Q (Qiagen) in 20 uL reactions

using QuantiTect Primer Assays (Qiagen) or custom designed primers (Table A.1),

and SYBR green detection (QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit, Qiagen). Ct values

were normalized to an FLuc spike-in reference and relative abundance calculated by

the equation, fold-change= 2∆∆Ct .
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Figure 3.3: Box plots of mRNA half-lives categorized by low-optimal (A) or high-
optimal (B) codon content. Box plot of optimal codon content, with optimal codons
classified by CSC values, categorized by CNS stabilized or CNS-destabilized mRNAs
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Chapter 4

Unbiased TU-decay via RNA-seq

4.1 Introduction

Global analysis of RNA decay by TU-decay can be expanded with the inclusion of

new ways to measure genome-wide RNA abundance. Highly parallel systems for

monitoring global expression patterns arose with complementary DNA microarray

technologies [1] and continue to evolve with new sequencing-based technologies (e.g.

RNA-seq) [2]. RNA-sequencing has gained popularity due to its efficiency, nucleotide-

level resolution and high level of flexibility. RNA-seq is advantageous over array tech-

nologies because it allows a more unbiased approach, offering direct monitoring of the

transcriptome through sequencing. Though RNA-seq has many advantages, it is still

important to address experimental noise and bias related to the sequencing technol-

ogy, experimental design, and procedures for assessing differential expression. Some

inherent errors in massively parallel sequencing technologies include: discrepancies

in base calling and sequence quality [194, 195], variability in sequencing depth and

nucleotide composition that affect transcriptome coverage [196], and technical and

biological variability across samples [2, 197]. Unlike microarrays, which correlate a

continuous fluorescence intensity measure with expression, RNA-seq data are discrete

counts of sequence aligning to a particular genomic feature. These discrete count data

require a different set of statistical tools and procedures for modeling variance and

52
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determining differential expression. Despite growing popularity of RNA-seq based dif-

ferential expression profiling there is not a strong consensus on how to address sources

of noise and bias, and detect differential expression [198,199]. Considerations in both

experimental design and statistical modeling to detect differential expression are im-

portant for generating informative RNA-seq data. These decisions on experimental

design and analysis are highly dependent on the system and hypotheses under con-

sideration. Sequencing depth, biological and technical replicates, sequencing library

construction and normalization procedures are important factors in the experimental

design (Figure 4.1). Samples of synchronized (TU-tagged) populations of RNA will

be the basis for establishing methods to monitor transcriptome-wide RNA decay us-

ing TU-decay by RNA-seq. These data can provide novel information on the stability

of non-coding RNAs, underrepresented mRNAs, and RNA decay intermediates.

4.2 Preliminary Results

4.2.1 Strategy for transcriptome-wide TU-decay by RNA-

seq

To achieve transcriptome-wide RNA-seq measurements for modeling transcript de-

cay, libraries were generated from duplicate purified TU-RNA samples containing a

spike-in control. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) transcript depletion was achieved using

Drosophila-specific complementary oligonucleotides (detailed in Section 4.4.1). Li-

braries were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq platform, which provides the high-

est throughput. Though increased sequencing depth allows greater coverage of all

transcripts [200], it is more costly and does not guarantee a more sensitive mea-

surement [199]. Paired-end sequencing was performed in order to achieve the best

detection of transcript isoforms. Technical replication of RNA-seq data is fairly ro-

bust, especially for designs that allow for multiplexing of samples, where the majority

of variation is related to library construction [201]. Technical replicates were not in-

cluded in this study, however, addressing biological variation through replication is

crucial. Optimal gains in sensitivity to detect of differential expression are achieved
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Figure 4.1: Strategy for transcriptome-wide TU-decay by RNA-seq

with n = 5 replicates [202]. Although n = 5 replicates may be ideal for assessing

differential expression, a large number of replicates is less crucial when studying sys-

tems with low biological variability such as cell lines and inbred animals, including

the laboratory fly lines used in this study.
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In addition to developing a suitable experimental design, selection of a powerful

analysis approach, including normalization and variance modeling procedures, will

influence the sensitivity and specificity of decay measurements. Variability in library

size (i.e. sequencing depth) and RNA composition determine appropriate normaliza-

tion procedures. For example, size-based normalization procedures (e.g. fragments

Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads (FPKM)) assume similar RNA

composition across samples. Implicit differences in RNA composition across TU-

decay libraries presents a challenge for size-based normalization procedures and will

require additional normalization through use of spike-in controls. Many differential

expression analysis tools (e.g. edgeR, DESeq, and voom) employ a scaling factor

like the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) or quantile normalization for library size

to minimize log fold-change between samples [203–205]. Early statistical models as-

sume a Poisson distribution of reads, setting variance equal to the mean, however

this approach fails to model the higher levels of variance seen in discrete RNA-seq

count data, termed overdispersion [203, 206–208]. Many methods (e.g. DESeq) now

use a negtive binomial distribution to model this overdispersion and estimate vari-

ance [207, 209]. Another tool, voom [210], estimates the mean-variance of the log

counts per million (log-cpm) by locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS

regression), giving a residual standard deviation for each gene. Overdispersion in

the discrete RNA-seq count data versus continuous microarray fluorescent intensity

data can be visualized by the mean-variance relationship. The microarray data has

fairly uniform variation (Figure 4.2B) while RNA-seq data has relatively more varia-

tion for smaller counts than larger counts (Figure 4.2A). Using voom, fitted log-cpm

are turned into a predicted count and assigned a weight, which is the inverse of the

predicted variance [210]. The advantage of this approach is that these measures are

suitable for integration with tools (i.e. limma [211]) used for assessing expression

in continuous expression data, like microarray data. limma provies a powerful and

flexible framework for assessing differential expression using linear models.

Using limma, differential expression across the TU-decay time series was assessed

by two approaches. Since limma is not specifically designed to model decay, these

approaches essentially provide different insights into the RNA-seq decay data. In this
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Figure 4.2: The mean (log counts or fluorescence intensity) and variance (sqrt stan-
dard deviation) relationship of the TU-decay RNA-seq (A) and microarray data (B)
are plotted for each transcript with a LOWESS trend shown in red.

first case, differential expression contrasts between all time points were assessed, tak-

ing into account biological replicates, and subsequently log-transformed abundances

were used for linear regression to estimate decay. In the second scenario, differential

expression over time was assessed with respect to two sets of replicate timecourse

data. A volcano plot of the log fold-change plotted against the log odds of differen-

tial expression with respect to the whole genome shows a majority of genes in the

RNA-seq data are decreasing over time, which is especially evident in the contrasts

design (Figure 4.3A). Negative log fold-change in these scenarios corresponds with

an increase in expression from time 0 hours to 3 hours (i.e. 0hr-3hr). These log

odds scores are associated with a corrected p value (i.e. the Benjamini–Hochberg

FDR [212]) of differential expression over time with respect to all measurements;

meaning, since a vast majority of genes exhibit decay the log odds of differential

decay is small (log odds < 1). This concept is illustrated when comparing half-life

to the decay p value, which corresponds to fold-chage in expression over time for a

single observation (i.e. transcript) (Figure 4.3C). Transcripts that exhibit stability

(larger half-lives) have correspondingly larger p values representing less significant

decay over time. The alternate (time course) design does not explicitly take into

account replicates, so time values are jittered over the actual time measurement and
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applied to a set of samples. This method is essentially comparing differential ex-

pression between replicates though it treats them as separate treatments. Again, a

plot of the log fold-change versus log odds of differential expression over time with

respect to replicates shows a majority of genes in the RNA-seq data are decreasing

over time (Figure 4.3B); although in this case, the log odds represents the variation

between one iteration of replicates. For example, those transcripts with log odds of

1 corresponds to a 50/50 chance they are differentially expressed between replicate

time courses. This approach can be improved by summarizing many iterations of ran-

domly selected replicate time courses. Since the decay p value shown in this scenario

is related to differential expression between replicate time courses over time, it does

not correlate with half-life measurements (Figure 4.3D). These types of comparisons

could easily be applied to looking at differential decay over time between tissues or

treatments (instead of across replicates), in which case, differential decay between

samples could be assessed by log odds scores or the adjusted p value.

4.2.2 Comparison of TU-decay by microarrays and RNA-seq

Comparison of decay models by microarray and RNA-seq based measurements shows

similar distributions for adjusted R2 values (Figure 4.4B), although half-lives of the

RNA-seq data are largely smaller (Figure 4.4A). These differences are likely due to

differences in normalization procedures with spike-in controls. The spike-ins for the

RNA-seq experiments are in vitro synthesized with thio-UMP, allowing addition at

the step of TU-RNA purification versus the arrays where spike-ins only control for

cRNA synthesis and hybridization. It is possible that the array measurements are not

adjusted to account for differential purification efficiencies of the pulse-labeled versus

chase TU-RNA fractions. Although global differences in half-lives are seen between

methods, the relationships between stability and gene function are largely the same.

Similar to the microarray measurements, no significant correlations between initial

transcript abundance or lifetime abundance and half-lives were seen (Figure A.6A,B).
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Figure 4.3: Log odds of differential expression over time (decay) with respect to all
genes versus the change in abundance over time (A) and the genewise adjusted p value
of differential expression over time (decay) versus RNA half-life (B) for the contrasts
design. A linear fit is shown in red and the blue line designates x = 0.05. Log odds of
differential expression over time (decay) with respect to all genes versus the change in
abundance over time (C) and the genewise adjusted p value of differential expression
over time (replicate) versus RNA half-life (D) for the time course design. The blue
line designates x = 0.05. Adjusted p values are the Benjamini–Hochberg FDR [212].

However, comparison of half-lives of cohorts of functionally related genes reveals sim-

ilar ties seen in the microarray based measurements (Figure 4.5A). Transcripts en-

coding ribosomal proteins, non-canonical histones, mitosis associated transcripts, and

translation initiation factors have relatively higher stability, while canonical histones,

cell-cycle associated, and neural development associated transcripts have relatively

smaller half-lives. An advantage of RNA-seq based measurements of stability are
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Figure 4.4: Histograms of mRNA half-life (A) and adjusted R2 values (B) for RNA-seq
and microarray based measurements.

they allow observation of ncRNAs. tRNAs and miRNAs have fairly broad distribu-

tions of half-lives compared to 5S rRNAs. The major species of Drosophila rRNAs

were efficiently targeted for transcript depletion, but analysis of mitochondrial rRNAs

reveals very long half-lives of nearly 700 minutes each. A number of Drosophila tR-

NAs were detected, although this experiment was not designed to efficiently capture
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and high (C) stability RNAs.

small RNAs. There were no significant correlations between initial tRNA abundance,
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lifetime tRNA abundance or tRNA stability and corresponding codon optimality (Fig-

ure A.7A-C). However, these data do not include the full repertoire of tRNAs and are

not specific to charged tRNAs. Decay models of select low (Figure 4.5B) and high

(Figure 4.5C) stability RNAs reveals different modes of decay. Among the low sta-

bility RNAs, there are transcripts that decay quickly initially (e.g. Arc1, dpn) versus

those that decay more slowly initially (Myc, Vps15 ). Among the high stability set

of RNAs, there are transcripts that decay initially then stabilize (e.g. eIF-4a, RpL8 )

versus those that decay slowly initailly then more rapidly (ef1beta, CaMKII ). An

advantage of the limma framework is that these subtleties can be assessed through

pairwise comparison between time points and to the overall decay model (i.e. by

using the contrasts design).

4.3 Discussion

Development of a more unbiased approach to model global in vivo RNA decay is

possible through TU-decay by RNA-seq and application powerful tools to assess dif-

ferential expression and decay. New tools, like voom, that address the unique variance

seen with discrete RNA-seq count data allow integration into existing pipelines for

analyzing differential expression (i.e. limma). Preliminary data using this approach

to assess differential expression over the TU-decay time course in whole embryos con-

firms the trends seen in the whole embryo decay data by microarray analysis. The

RNA-seq based approach also provides novel in vivo decay data on ncRNAs including

many miRNAs and tRNAs. Although only preliminary whole embryo data is pre-

sented here, this approach will be especially useful for complex experimental designs

like assessing decay (via differential expression over time) between tissues or treat-

ments (e.g. neural specific/whole embryo or PumRNAi/control) using TU-decay by

RNA-seq.
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4.4 Approach

4.4.1 Library preparation and sequencing

St. 12-15 UAS-T.g.UPRT embryos were permeabilized as previously described [96]

and pulse-labeled in tagging media [D22 insect media, 5% FBS, 1 mM 4-thiouridine

(whole embryo tagging)] for 1 h at 25◦C. Pulse-labeled embryos were then transferred

for 2 h to chase media containing uridine [D22 insect media, 5% FBS, 10 mM uridine]

at 25◦C. Embryos were homogenized for 30 sec and frozen in TRIzol® (ThermoFisher)

at 80◦C. 50µg samples for each time point were pooled for TRIzol® (ThermoFisher)

RNA extraction and TU-RNA purification as previously described [96] with the addi-

tion of a firefly luciferase (FLuc) in vitro synthesized and TU-tagged spike-in control.

Purified TU-RNA quality was assessed by Bioanalyzer RNA Pico Eukaryotic total

RNA assay (Agilent) prior to generating randomly-primed dedicated-strand RNA-seq

libraries using Ovation FFPE RNA-seq Library System (NuGen) with custom primers

to deplete Drosophila rRNA sequences. Replicate libraries for each time point were

pooled for 100bp paired-end sequencing by HiSeq2000 (Illumina) at BGI@CHOP.

4.4.2 Read mapping, summarization and normalization

After demultiplexing and quality control steps (to remove adapter contamination and

poor quality sequence) were performed, reads were mapped to the dmel BDGP r5.25

reference genome and summarized by exons into transcripts using Rsubread package,

subjunc function in order to best estimate transcript-level expression. A Firefly

luciferease spike-in transcript was used to normalize raw counts between TU-decay

libraries.

4.4.3 mRNA half-life calculations

Spike-in normalized counts were used for voom mean-variance modeling and linear

model fitting in limma to detemine differential expression between time points and

across all transcripts with respect to time. Relative, scaled transcript abundance

(log2 fold-changes) at time 0, 1 hr and 3 hrs were used to fit a linear model of decay,
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transcripts with < 1cpm at the initial time 0 were excluded from downstream analysis.

Fit of the decay model was assessed by an adjusted R2 value. Half-life was determined

by the equation, t1/2 = ln 2/k. Detailed methodology is provided in Section A.1).



Chapter 5

Synthesis

The work presented in this study provides for the first time, global in vivo models of

RNA decay during development. These data give a wealth of information on patterns

of post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression via transcript decay, highlighting

the role of neural-specific regulation of mRNA decay. Transcripts that encode core

housekeeping, metabolism and proliferation associated proteins are highly stable in

the developing Drosophila embryo. Inspection of neural-specific decay dynamics in

the same stage embryos, reveals is widespread destabilization of these core housekeep-

ing, metabolism and proliferation associated mRNAs. These data suggest a distinct

program of post-transcriptional regulation in developing neural tissues compared to

all tissues. Specific factor regulation has been proposed as a major means of control-

ling specific transcript decay in many contexts. The discovery that Pumilio regulates

a cohort of neural fate transcription factors and neural-development associated long

3'UTR isoforms is evidence for the specific regulation of mRNA by trans-acting fac-

tors. While these data provide compelling evidence, they do not explain the large

scale shifts in mRNA stability seen between all tissues and neural tissues. The pos-

sibility that inherent features within transcripts (e.g. codon content) could regulate

decay on this scale, drove the investigation into codon-mediated decay. In the whole

embryo, multiple measures of codon bias confirm the same relationships seen in yeast

and zebrafish; optimal codon content is indicative of mRNA stability. However, these

effects are attenuated in neural tissues, suggesting there could be neural-specific codon
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optimality. Investigation of codon bias related to neural mRNA stability did not re-

veal the same relationship between decay and codon optimality seen in the whole

embryo. For example, genes that show the highest codon usage bias (i.e. ribosomal

protein and non-canonical histones), had significant decreases in stability in neural

tissues. These results could be indicative of a widespread attenuation of growth, ev-

idenced by the downregulation of replication and translation associated mRNAs, in

the developing nervous system. This would reflect the shifting program from prolif-

eration to differentiation that is expected in the neural tissues observed in this study

(i.e. prospero-expressing cells). The observation that the translation machinery itself

(e.g. ribosomal protein coding mRNAs) are less stable may present a mechanism for

global post-transcriptional regulation at both the level of mRNA stability and trans-

lation. This attenuation of codon associated effects on stability may allow for a more

specific means of regulation by trans-acting factors, like Pumilio. Ultimately, the

interplay between global regulatory mechanisms affecting decay and translation (i.e.

codon optimality) and specific regulatory mechanisms mediated throughcis-element

and trans-acting factor recognition (e.g. Pum targeting long 3'UTR isoforms) deter-

mine the final protein expression pattern. In a context where codon-mediated decay

is paramount, decay dynamics likely reflect a gene expression program tuned to meet

the demands of growth and proliferation. Alternately, in neural tissues, where codon-

mediated decay is attenuated, decay dynamics likely reflect a gene expression program

tuned for the demands of neural development and differentiation. The mechanisms

driving the attenuation of codon-mediated decay in neural tissues is still not known,

but could be related to ribosome and charged tRNA pools, which will require further

study to confirm. Assessing charged tRNA expression levels and translation dynamics

(through polysome analysis) in neural tissues can provide clues to the mechanisms

controlling context-specific codon optimality, and are part of future plans to expand

on this work.

Development of tools to model decay in a more unbiased manner is important for

extending the application of the TU-decay assay for measuring transcriptome-wide

RNA decay. RNA-seq provides a flexible and sensitive means of quantifying RNA

abundance, but development of a powerful analsysis approach is needed to account
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for sources of noise and bias in these measurements. Voom mean-variance modeling

and limma linear modeling tools provide a robust and flexible framework for mod-

eling transcriptome-wide RNA decay. These methods provide enhanced sensitivity

to detect low-abundance, poorly annotated, and non-coding transcripts, and provide

a statistical framework for assessing differential decay in complex experimental de-

signs. Although only whole embryo TU-decay via RNA-seq data are provided as

a proof of concept, these methods will be useful in assessing RNA stability across

different tissues or treatments.
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Appendix

A.1 Supplemental methods

A.1.1 Western blot

Embryos were dechorinated in bleach for 3 minutes, washed with PBS and homoge-

nized in protein extraction buffer [50mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150mM NaCl, 10% glyc-

erol, 1% Triton X-100, 1.5mM MgCl, 1mM EGTA, 1 mini tab cOmplete protease

inhibitor cocktail (Roche)]. Homogenate was cleared by centrifugation three times,

quantified by Bradford Protein Assay (Thermo) and run in protein loading buffer [1X

LDS, 100mM DTT] on a 4-20% Tris-Glycine polyacrylamide gel (Thermo) and trans-

ferred to a Hybond nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) according

to manufacturers recommendations. Membranes were washed in TBST buffer [50mM

Tris HCL (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% TWEEN-20] and blocked in 5% milk in

TBST. Primary rat anti-Pum (1:200) and rat anti- Tubulin (1:300) were applied in

blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Secondary HRP conjugated anti-rat secondary an-

tibodies were applied at 1:5000 (Pumilio) and 1:1000 (Tubulin) for 2 hours at room

temperature. Blots were developed using SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent

Substrate (Thermo) for 5 minutes and imaged on a ChemiDoc MP System (BioRad).
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A.1.2 RNA-seq analysis pipeline

Read mapping and summarization

All read mapping and summarization procedures can be carried out in R using the

Rsubread package. The first step requires indexing the reference genome:

>bu i ld index ( basename=”dmelr5 . 25 index ” ,

i n d e x S p l i t=FALSE,

gappedIndex=FALSE,

memory=200 ,

r e f e r e n c e=”genome . f a ” )

Read mapping is performed using the subjunc function, which takes into account

informative exon-exon spanning reads when mapping to transcript isoforms. This

function also produces the corresponding BED junction file which can be used for

visualizion of read coverage over the genome.

subjunc ( index=”dmelr5 . 25 index ” ,

phredOf f se t =66,

r e a d f i l e 1 =”WE1P 1 1 . fq . gz ” ,

r e a d f i l e 2 =”WE1P 1 2 . fq . gz ” ,

PE or i entat ion=” r f ” ,

nthreads =4,

input format=”gzFASTQ” ,

o u t p u t f i l e =”WE1P 1 . bam” )

Read summarization can then be performed on the mapped read files in SAM/BAM

format.

f c < f eatureCounts (

f i l e s=c (”WE1P 1 . bam” ,”WE1P 2 . bam” ,”WE1C 1 . bam” ,

”WE1C 2 . bam” ,”WE3C 1 . bam” ,”WE3C 2 . bam”) ,

annot . ext=”genes . g t f ” ,

i sPairedEnd=TRUE,

isGTFAnnotationFile=TRUE,

GTF. featureType=”exon ” ,

GTF. attrType=” t r a n s c r i p t i d ” ,

countMultiMappingReads=TRUE,

s t r a n d S p e c i f i c =2,

a l lowMult iOver lap=TRUE,

ignoreDup=TRUE )
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Voom mean-variance modeling and limma linear modeling of decay

A design must be specified for designating replicates and making comparisons in

limma. The first design shown below is for a time course jittering the time variable

around the actual time since limma is not designed to handle replicates in this type

of design.

>

>time < c (

j i t t e r (0 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount =.003) ,

j i t t e r (1 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount =.003) ,

j i t t e r (3 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount =.003) ,

j i t t e r (0 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount =.003) ,

j i t t e r (1 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount =.003) ,

j i t t e r (3 , f a c t o r =100 ,amount=.003) )

>

>t r t < f a c t o r ( rep ( c ( 0 , 1 ) , each=3) )

>

>des ign < model . matrix (˜ time+t r t )

>

> des ign

( I n t e r c e p t ) time t r t 1

1 1 0.0005360065 0

2 1 1.0024468810 0

3 1 2.9980313689 0

4 1 0.0020590678 1

5 1 1.0014600015 1

6 1 3.0008571724 1

a t t r ( , ” a s s i g n ”)

[ 1 ] 0 1 2

a t t r ( , ” c o n t r a s t s ”)

a t t r ( , ” c o n t r a s t s ”)\ $ t r t

[ 1 ] ” contr . treatment ”

>

The following is the setup for the contrasts design, which requires a targets frame,

targets.txt.
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F i l e Target

1 wt . 0 hr

2 wt . 0 hr

3 wt . 1 hr

4 wt . 1 hr

5 wt . 3 hr

6 wt . 3 hr

>t a r g e t s < readTargets ( )

>

>l e v < c (”wt . 0 hr ” ,”wt . 1 hr ” ,”wt . 3 hr ”)

>

>f < f a c t o r ( targets$Target , l e v e l s=l ev )

>

>des ign < model . matrix (˜0+ f )

>

>colnames ( des ign ) < l e v

>

> des ign

fwt . 0 hr fwt . 1 hr fwt . 3 hr

1 1 0 0

2 1 0 0

3 0 1 0

4 0 1 0

5 0 0 1

6 0 0 1

a t t r ( , ” a s s i g n ”)

[ 1 ] 1 1 1

a t t r ( , ” c o n t r a s t s ”)

a t t r ( , ” c o n t r a s t s ”) $ f

[ 1 ] ” contr . treatment ”

>
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Next, spike-in normalized raw count data are imported into R, where voom can

model mean-variance and assign a predicted count. Optional normalization proce-

dures in voom are designed for minimizing log-fold changes between samples, which

is what we expect to see in the TU-decay data, so no additional normalization pro-

cedures are selected.

>

>v < voom( expre s s i on data , des ign , p l o t=TRUE)

>

limma’s lmFit function performs the initial linear (least squares) fit for replicates in

the contrasts design, or for the data over the time course.

>

> f i t < lmFit (v , des ign , method=” l s ”)

>

eBayes calculates log-odds of differential expression by empirical Bayes moderation

of standard errors. topTable summarizes the output of eBayes, providing p values

for differential expression and optional gene ranking.

>

> f i t 2 < eBayes ( f i t )

>

>z < topTable ( f i t 1 , c o e f=”time ” , s o r t . by=”none ” , number=34718)

>

For the contrasts design, an additional fit is required before running eBayes and

summarizing with topTable.

>cont . t < makeContrasts (”wt . 0 hr wt . 1 hr ” ,”wt . 1 hr wt . 3 hr ” ,”wt . 0 hr wt . 3 hr ” ,

l e v e l s=des ign )

>

> f i t 1 < c o n t r a s t s . f i t ( f i t , cont . t )

>

> f i t 2 < ebayes ( f i t 1 )

>

>z < topTable ( f i t 2 , s o r t . by=”none ” , number=34718)

>

Data from all the fits can be exported along with gene annotation data for downstream

processing.
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A.2 Supplemental data

Primers

Hsp70-attB F cloning AAAAAAAGATCTTCTAGTAGGACGTCTATCGATACCG

Hsp70-attB R cloning AAAAAAAGATCTGTCGACATGCCCGCCGTGACC

Hey F cloning AAAAAAGCGGCCGCGTAGTTGTGGGCATAAGCCTCAGA

Hey R cloning GGGGGCTCGAGGGAGGCCGAAATGCCATTGTA

RPS9 F cloning AAAAAAGCGGCCGCGTAGGCGACAACATCGTCGCCAGGC

RPS9 R cloning GGGGGCTCGAGAACAAACGTGGACCCAAGAGG

GFP F qPCR AGCGTTCAACTAGCAGACCA

GFP R qPCR TGCCATGTGTAATCCCAGCA

3’ generic qPCR ACCGTGACCTACATCGTCGA

5’ Syb WT qPCR GCGTGTGAACGTGGAGAAGG

5’ Syb O qPCR CGAGAAGGTCTTAGAGCGTG

5’ RpS15Aa WT qPCR AGGCTAAACAAGTGCGGCGT

5’ RpS15Aa NO qPCR TAAATTTGACGGGGCGGCTA

FLuc F qPCR ACTGGGACGAAGACGAACAC

FLuc R qPCR GGCGACGTAATCCACGATCT

Table A.1: Custom designed primers used in the study.
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Figure A.1: 3’UTR length (bp) plotted as a function of mean mRNA half-life (min) for
whole embryos (A) and the nervous system (B).Initial relative mRNA concentration
plotted as a function of mean mRNA half-life (min) for whole embryos (C) and the
nervous system (D). Uracil count per mRNA transcript plotted as a function of mean
initial relative mRNA concentration (purple) or mean mRNA half-life (black) for
whole embryos (E) and the nervous system (F).
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Figure A.2: Decreased Pumilio expression in stage 12-15 lola(Ubiquitous)-GAL4 ¿
UAS-PumRNAi embryos were used for protein extraction and western blot against
Pumilio and αTubulin.
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Figure A.3: The distributions of measures of codon bias, CSC and CAI are shown
with the corresponding statistics. Although distributions are significantly different,
gene ranks and ratios between the data are correlated.
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Figure A.4: Correlations between tRNA gene copy number and CSC in the whole
embryo (A) embryonic nervous system (B), Pearson r values are indicated and ****
designates p < 0.0001. Codons designated in blue are preferred for Drosophila
melanogaster [168,178,180,181].
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Figure A.5: Cumulative distributions of codon adaptation index (CAI) (A), GC con-
tent (B) for neural stabilized (orange), neural destabilized (red) or all genes (gray),
∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, ∗∗p < 0.001, ∗p < 0.01 by Kruskal-Wallis test corrected for multiple
comparisons.
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Figure A.6: Initial (A) and lifetime (B) normalized abundance are plotted against
corresponding RNA half-life. A linear fit is shown although there is no significant
correlation observed.
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